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Th~ purpose of this ev~luative study was to develop and imple-

I

I
l

ment a ptogram evaluation design for a model of early mental health
intervention to primary grade level classrooms .in a public elementary
school.

The design reflects a formative evaluation study, . providing

information for current and future programming and is manageable to
j

I

I'
I

implement, thus facilitating longitudinal data collection.
This therapeutic model of classroom intervention stresses the
integration of childrens' social, emotional and intellectual development and proposes a collaborative approach between therapist and educator.

Lev~ls

of intervention for collaborators include (1) children

2

identified as requiring therapeutic approaches to social-emotional
difficulties experienced in the

class~oom,

classroom and, (3) the classroom milieu.

(2) all children in the
The overall goal is to

promote optimal growth at all levels.
The program evaluation design includes a format for monitoring the service delivery system of the model and to identify procedural and collaborative discrepancies.

Information regarding colla-

borators' perceptions of identified children is collected from
written intervention plans.

Assessment of

~he

frequency and nature

of peer interactions was accomplished in this study through an obser-

.

vational technique in the classrooms.

I

naire was administered at the end of the school year to obtain infor-

i

I

A teacher attitude question-

mation about teacher receptivity of the program and suggestions for
future restructuring of service delivery.

Additional data was col-

lected from the school's files regarding teachers' rating of children
as to their current and anticipated social-emotional and learning
difficulties.
The results of the information collected reflect a general
awareness, acceptance and support of the collaborative approach on
the part of teachers participating in the program.

As a direct re-

sult of the evaluation process, several issues of programming were
raised and proposed for future decision-making.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This paper is a description and report of a

pr~gram

evaluation

which was developed and conducted for the Community Team program of
the Child~en's Psychiatric Day Treatment Center, University of Oregon
Health Sciences Center, Portland, .Oregon.

The Community Team program

is a collaborative project, operated in conjunction with classroom
teachers in the primary grade levels at Gregory Heights Elementary
School in northeast Portland.
The program began
School in January 1975.

ope~ation

at Gregory Heights Elementary

The evaluator was introduced to the staff

in the spring of that year, the evaluation study was designed in the
summer and fall.

The program evaluation was implemented in January

1976.
The assignment for the Community Team program evaluation included three objectives:

1) to develop an evaluation design in

cooperation with the members of the Community Team staff, 2) to implement the evaluation and to concurrently-make such revisions and adaptations which were dictated by the process and, 3) to include within
the evaluation design outcome information which could be utilized in
assessing long term effectiveness, i.e. prevention.
The third objective contained the requirement that the evalua-.
tion -be designed to be as manage.able as possible. · To ensure that the
data could be collected by existing personnel over a ·period of several

--

--·-,~-._,

____

2

years, the evaluator needed to consider the feasibility of techniques
applied to the program

evalu~tion proce~s.

The manageability of the·

evaluation design was a perennial guideline in the developmental
stages.
In addition to the operational objectives stated above, there
were expectations which were shared by the Community Team supervisor
and the program evaluator that the experience of an evaluation would
have an educational benefit for all those involved in the Community
Team program implementation.

The hope was that clarification of

goals and the systematic communication of objective
inc~ease

in~ormati~~

would

program effectiveness and enhance individual participant's

understanding of the program's process and purpose.
The· following chapters describe the theoretical and design
development, the

ad~inistration

subsequent conclusions and

and results of implementation and the

recommendatio~s

of the study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature search in this study focuses on a dual emphasis
of research.

Not only was a theoretical investigation of the consul-

tation-collaboration spectrum critical to an understanding of the
program evaluated, but the process of program evaluation warranted
at least a descriptive overview of the literature.
the chapter is divided into two sections.

For this reason,

The first section focuses

on collaboration as a model and its significance within the perspective of school mental health programming developments.

The second

section deals with concepts and purposes of program evaluation and
some of the principles which underlie its operation.

SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH DEVELOPMENTS
The expanded role and need of mental health professionals within
the environment of ·education has received impetus from an increased
recognition of the interdependence of .the educational and therapeutic
systems.

Both systems have experienced changes in the last twenty

years .which suggest and require a common commitment and a redefinition
of their traditional roles.
lative

decisio~s

One catalyst for change has been legis-

guaranteeing an education for every child and expand-

ing the definition of handicap·to include the emotionally disturbed
child.

4

Attempts to provide education for every child despite his handicap have created an expectancy that the school must reach not only
the group of normal children but also the exceptional children of
all kinds. These goals have provoked greater efforts toward the
individualization of classroom practices, increased use.of psychological diagnostic tools, and led to a widespread development of
special education. (Hollister, 1959.)
The increased use and sophistication of psychological determinations and the emergence of

spec~al

service classrooms, while providing

partial answers for some children have not solved the more comprehensive problem of education for all.

These partial solutions have, in

themselves, accentuated difficulties connected with labeling, .stigmatizing and segregating the exceptional child, causing concern among
educators and mental health professionals about the long range effects
of these special services.
ards for the

childre~,

Not only are there potential serious haz-

but a split level delivery system does not in-

tegrate the essential skills of the educational and therapeutic sys·terns 'in directing them toward all children who stand to benefit.

"
I

I

Perhaps the most profound basic trend at work th~t is affecting
mental health programming in the classroom is occurring as a part
of a shift of emphasis in the basic assumptions underlying the
whole mental health field. Today, more comprehensive mental
health programs tend to include and balance the availability of
resources for interpersonal therapy with facilities for social
rehabilitation or attempts to control the impact of social stresses. This broadening of assumptions is ·not only creating new
concepts of the role of the mental hospital and new patterns in
the treatment of mental illness, but, most of all, it is·motivating a remarkable expansion. of community mental health efforts in
prevention, health promotion, treatment and rehabilitation.
(Hollister,· 1959.)
The greater demands placed on the classroom teacher as a result
of legislation widening the educational domain and the
.

broad~r

def ini-

.

tion of the therapeutic 'function evidenced within the community mental
health movement have extended the interface between educational and
mental health professionals,

re~uiring coordin~tion

and collaboration

5

in the delivery of services.

The demands for services to emerge from

this interface center around broadly focused consultation, greater
utilization of group work methodologies· and increased involvement of
parents, community

ag~ncies

and resources.

Additional services in-

elude extended teacher training in mental health practices, a· wider
interest in the evaluation process and increased emphasis on socialemotional curriculum development.
What has become increasingly apparent is that more is required
of the classroom teacher and a wider repertoire of resources are being
mobilized to assist him.
~arly

Identification and Prevention
The recommendations .for service priorities reflect the awareness

that extended possibilities exist when an interdisciplinary qpproach
is effectively utilized.
volv~ment

The emphasi~ on educational enrichment, in-

of community resources and curriculum policy

cha~ge

indicate

a desire to increase preventiv.e functions in school mental health.

As

the scope of the problem of education for all our chl.ldren, regardless
of their learning handicaps has become more clearly defined through
legislative and diagnostic expansion, the importance of prevention
can be understood as a str.ategy as well as- a goal.
:.

Studies have indicated that there will never be sufficient mental health professionals to give treatment to the children who·
need it •.• Prevention must concern us as one attack on this over.whelming problem. (Berlin, 1967).
"Research shows that a

case~ork

orientation dominates the school .social

work field," (Gottlieb, 1971) one of the helping professions involved
in community mental health delive.ry.
Can it be that frequent preoccupation with the immediacy of the

·- -·

--~---~--~-
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problematic situation has tended to render less effective our
school's helping professionals whose legacies from the past
embrace.a more comprehensive view? (Williams, 1976.)
The need to expand the traditional role of the mental health profes~
sional within the school, coupled with the increased demands for men· tal health competencies placed on our educational systems and in turn
on the classroom teacher has resulted in educators and mental health
professionals seeking to unite their knowledge and skills in the hopes
of preventing serious learning disabilities in school children.
The first requirement in the attempt at preventing the development of serious social-emotional difficulties in school age children
is that these children be identified early in their school career.
A program involving teachers in identifying first graders indicated
that early identification.of children in schools can be accomplished.
Evaluation of the effects of the program at the third grade level
_revealed,
rather convincingly that childr~n can be designated-at the first
grade level as likely to experience later emotiona.1 problems and
that, in fact, by the time they reach third grade, they are doing
significantly less well as compared to others not so designated.
The high correlation between the predictions made at first ~rade
and the performance of the children at third grade was impressive. (Trost, 1968.)
While the process of identifying the child may effect the manner in
which teachers relate to identified children, contributing to the measured outcome, the teachers' assessment of classroom children is an
important indicator to investigate.
Most teachers are capable of early recognition- of behavioral
disturbances due to emotional factors, or. of a child's inability
to learn because of maturational lag, socio-cultural deprivation
or manifestations of brain dysfunction. Studies of reliability
of teachers' concerns and evaluations of a child's functioning
in school with l~ter diagnostic studies by mental health professionals have fo~nd teachers' observation very trustworthy. Thus,

. -"·-··-· ·-·~----
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the early recognition of a child's problems in school is possible. (Berlin, 1967.)
The element of prevention has been a

m~jor

mental health movement over the past decade.

theme of the connnunity

President Kennedy set

the tone for this theme of prevention in his message on mental illness
and mental retardation, which he delivered to the Congress on February 5, 1963.

This message initiated the legislative process which

resulted in the passage of the Community Mental Health Act, nine
months later.

Speaking about the prevention of mental illness, the

President stated that:
we must seek out the causes of mental illness and mental retardation and eradicate them • • • For prevention is far more desireable for all concerned. It is far more economical and it is far
more likely to be successful. Prevention will require both
selected specific programs directed especially at known causes,
and the general strengthe~i~g of our fundamental community,
social welfare, and educational programs which can do much to
eliminate or correct the harsh environmental conditions which
often are associated with mental retardation and mental illness.
There are three levels or types 0f
literature:

preventio~

cited in the

primary, secondary and tertiary prevention.

Primary.prevention is focused on reducing the incidence of new
cases in the population; secondary prevention is focused on requcing the number of existing cases in the population; and tertiary
prevention is focused on reducing the durati.on or severity of
long-term negative consequences or disabilities following treat-:ment. (Broskowski and Baker, 1974.)
Mental health programming in schools has tended to focus on secondary
prevention strategies, employing individual casework and consultation
methodologies.
Importance of Classroom Milieu
The classroom milieu is one setting for mental health intervention, which provides.opportunities for integrating methods· of primary,

8

secondary and tertiary prevention.

A primary prevention approach with-

in the classroom environment would seek to identify debilitat.ing elements existing with the milieu, to systematically attempt to eliminate
these factors and to systematically improve the climate for socialemotional and intellectual development.

The focus of secondary pre-

ventive practice in the classroom would focus on treatment

~lanning

and direct service provision to identified children in the classroom
with the goal being to ameliorate their learning disabilities and
social-emotional difficulties.

Tert.iary preventive measures in tlle

classroom would seek to sustain gains _made in the treatment of identif ied children and to facilitate reintegration from special into
regular classrooms.

This preventive approach requires a epidemiolo-

gical view of the problem.
The epidemiological or ecological model views the mental health
system of an individual, of an organization or of a community as one
system among many systems impacting upon the organism.

These systems

are interrelated and dynamic forces, continually effecting each other
an4 containing overlapping properties.

To effectuate the prevention

of problems which emerge within an environment an understanding of
the multiplicity of elements must be developed.

It is not enough to

gain a comprehension of a problem as it is manifested within an individual although this is one

importa~t

aspect • . The broader perspective

of environmental influences must also be· considered in order to understand and successfully intervene in the ecological context.
The environment or milieu, which includes the interaction· between
the child and the physical space, the equipment, materials, and the
other people.within that space, is both the ·arena and the process
through which growth-producing change occurs. (Kling and Lohman,

1976.)

·,l
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If the classroom, milfeu is to be growth-producing in a positive way
for the child the first· dynamic to be understood by teacher and therapist interacting with the child is the effect which the classroom
environment exercises on individual children and on the social interactions of all elements involved.
One of the twp most important and influ~ntial environments for
the child is the classroom in which he lives during a part of
each day. Each child finds he has a position, or several positions, in this socio-emotional structure. This social structure
becomes a dominant aspect of his total environment and of ·his
total life situation. His position in this structure becomes a
very important determinant of his personal mental health situation, and of his motivation and ability to participate in classroom interaction. (Lippitt and Gold, 1959.)
As the primary adult within the classroom enviro.nment, the authority and major decision-maker, the teacher exercises the most control over what occurs within the milieu.
The problem of mental hygiene in the classroom appears to be
establishing a proper .balance between (a) the intellectual requirements of classroom functioning vexsus the social-emotional requirements, ~nd (b) between restricted freedom of action for students
versus greater freedom of action. It is clear that the teacher
sets the tone of mental hygiene in the classroom. The need for
increased attention to the social-emotional aspects of classroom
functioning is equally clear. (Flanders, 1959.)
School Mental Health Consultation
The practice of mental health consultation to teachers has been
the primary method utilized by community mental health professional for
the provision of social-emotional expertise to the public school. system.

The model presented in this study departs from the traditional

community mental health consultation model, although there are many
similarities between consultation and collaboration.

Definitions of

both approaches are presented here, as welt as their overlapping and

-l

unique properties.

.I
.

................... ._ .................

__

I,

~~----.
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I

Consultation is used to denote a process of interaction between
two professional persons--the consultant, who is a specialist, and
the consultee, who invokes the consultants' he·lp in regard to a
current work problem with which he is having some difficulty and
which he has decided is within the other's area of specialized
competence. The work problem involves the management or treatment
of one or more clients of the consultee, or the planning or implementation of a program to cater to such clients. (Caplan,

I

I
I

I
.1

1970.)
Important elements of consultation include an

int~ractional

I
~

pro-

cess between two professionals, the request for consultation on the

I

I'

part of the consultee, the existance of difficulty in case or program
management from the perspective of the consultee and the transference
of expertise from consultant to consultee, who maintains primary responsibility for client management.

In. a· collaboration model the sig-

nif icant differences exist within the nature of the interactional process between professionals and the sharing of responsibility for the
client(s).
Collaboration designates the functioning of a specialist who is
called in· by another professional worker to help deal with a specialized problem arising in the condition of the latter's client.
The specialist is invited not merely to ~nlarge his colleague's
understanding of the case and to advise on action but also to take
part fn implementing the action plan •. The responsibility for· the
client is shared between the two colleagues, each of whom is expected by the other and by the client to carry out the treatment
procedures that are appropriate to his professional role. (Caplan, 1970.)
The similarities between the two functions include the invitiation
of the specialist (consultant) the definition of a problem existing in
the management of clients and the elements of professional advising.
The discrepancies in terminology between the two approaches in
ref erring to participants in the professional relationship should be
noted.

In the constiltation relationship, ihe professional requesting

assistance is referred to as the consultee and in the collaboration

......................

-

.,....

__ ____,._
.,....
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relationship the recipient of the specialist's services is termed a
colleague.

The latter term denotes an equal relationship between

,peers while the former suggests a relationship between an expert and
a subordinate.

The manner in which the partner is considered within

the professional interaction will have a major influence on the nature
of the relationship and the way the information is used.
The Oxford Dictionary provides more concise definitions of the
two functions:
Consultation - the action of consulting·or taking counsel
together; deliberation, conference
Collaboration - to work in conjunction with another or others,
to cooperate
These definitions delineate the distinction between deliberation within
the consultation function and the implementation with collaboration.
Collaboration refers to cooperative labor while consultation denotes
discussion and planning.
In ·collaboration, unlike

consult~tion,

both parties are considered

to be specialists,, possessing expert knowledge which is critical to the
other.

The sharing of information regarding the work problem needs to

be reciprocal in collaboration since both professionals carry direct
service

responsibiliti~s

and are held accountable for their respective

functions by the client(s).

Unlike the consultant, the collaborator

has a direct professional relationship with the client(s).

In a school

mental health collaboration it is not only the educator who requires
social-emotional information from the therapist.
.

equally dependent upon

th~

The therapist is

.

educator for information regarding the

child's intellectual functioning and development.
The definition of consultation utilized by the Children's Psychi-

12
atric Day Treatment Center encompasses the focus of the milieu of the
designated client(s).
Consultation A contract directed toward providing mental
health consultation, coordination and planning services to
other professionals agencies and·interested persons. Ser~
vices are directed toward improving the milieu of a specific
client.
This definition is an interesting expansion of focus for it implies
that the "client" of the consultee is not only a particular individual
but includes the impor.tant elements ·and people interacting within the
individual client's milieu.

Within the collaborative relationship

between a milieu therapist and a teacher where the therapist's skills
I

I

I

are directed toward improving the milieu of an identified child, the

I.
teacher reflects a double identity, that of a colleague within the
collaboration and that of "client" as an important participant in the
environment of the identified child.
Goals and Methods of Mental Health Consultation:

The consul-

tant's task is to help consultees in one or more of the following
ways:

1.

To understand the mental health dimensions of their program .
and proble~s. This includes their own and other people's
intra-psychic and interpersonal reactions and the appreciation of appropriate mental health alternatives for action,
both in specific·and general work situations.

2.

To reso~ve interpersonal conflicts and program crisis on
the job.

3.

To acquire and improve skills in dealing with the mental
health dimensions. of their-work.

·4.

To research, plan, develop and evaluate programs related
to mental health. (MacLennan, 1975.)

The goals of collab.oration and consultation are essentially the
same.

The differences lie in. the application of. method.

-~-T~--------
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Perhaps the most important guideline is that the process is designed to promote collaboration with the goal of helping the
(teacher) to do a better job with students who have mental health
problems. (Berlin, 1967)
The methodology employed to accomplish this simply stated goal can be
explained in several steps

whic~

the consultant-collaborator performs

in the process of providing services.
The first step is entry into the program and organization which
has requested service and advice.

The mental heal.th specialist in the

school needs to become'familiar with the

struct~re

and problems of

schools and teachers in general and to become sensitive to the idiosyncracies of the special milieu in which he will work.
The second step is for the mental health specialist to establish
rapport with the teacher as a partner by getting to know the teacher
as an individual.
The educator should experience the mental health consultant as a
fellow human being whose task is to engage him as a coliaborator,
not in any way, as a patient or client. The consultant's projection of empathy with, and acceptance o·f, the teacher's feelings as
both human and understandable should lead to collaborat~on in the
service of the stud~nt. (Berlin, 1967)
The third step involves empathy with the difficulties of the
teacher's role and a mutual sharing of concerns and frustrations.
mental health consultation needs to

al~oy

The

feelings of anxiety and inse-

curities experienced by the teacher in attempts to work with disturbed
children.

Unless t.he

educat~r' s

self-blame, tension, and feeling that

he should be able to handle such problems without help are ·dealt with,
he is not able to listen to and consider alternative courses of action.

I
· 1

J
I

If the initiating steps are accomplished successfully, an open
communication between the two professionals has been established.

At

this point the mental health specialist can begin to provide specific

TT~----·---~-----------
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data about children and the

class~oom

milieu which will help the

teacher see the-problem from an objective perspective.
ication should be a process of

giv~

This commun-

and take and will continue· indefi-

nitely or until the collaboration is formally terminated.
The fifth step involves the planning, and implementing of alternative courses of action to be taken in the classroom.
can and should involve

This process

and decision-making equally

experimentatio~

shared by therapist and educator.
Finally, interest, concern and support for the_ teacher must be
sustained throughout the duration of the plan and collaboration.
-Inherent in all of these phases of consultation is the probability that much of the effect of the process results from the identification of the educator with the consultant, his attitudes, and
his methods of interaction. The consultant's attitudes which are
based on respect for the teacher as a potentially ·effective collaborator who can learn to use teaching and learning as a means of
helping disturbed students, are often adopted by the teacher.
Very clearly, teachers· often ·act toward their difficult students
as consultant's have acted toward them. (Berlin,- 1967)
1

A crucial element common to both consultation and collaboration,
vital to any cooperative relationshtp, is the process of renegotiation,
clarifying each other's role and continually communicating information,
ideas and concerns.

Roles will change over time and ·new decisions will

need to pe made regarding the planned intervention and the nature of
the working relationship.

This interactional process between two pro-

fessionals and between two human being·s is a dynamic force, constantly
in flux.
Communication will be necessary to develop and maintain professional consensus and congruence regarding the goals and methods of
collaboration. ·This communication can be effective only if it is
based on each profession's autonomous and realistic assessment of
its own competence. (Granich, 1967)
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The ground rules and procedures for successful mental health
consultation-collaboration abound within the literature.

U_ltimately,

the effectiveness of the approach must be evaluated within the context
of individual settings.
I cannot believe that any one approach is best. Because you
deal with different people you have to use different approaches;
you must choose the approach that is best for each individual
person. And the only way you can discover what is the best approach is to get to know the person--child, parent or teac~er.
This demands, among other things, commitment, intuition and patience. In schools, as everwhere else, the human being supercedes
any theory. (Abramson, 1974)
What has been described in this paper as the

professi~nal

process

of consultation and collaboration is not only common to both of these
methodologies, it is a generic description of a problem-solving approach, employed by all helping pro.fessionals in all levels of service
provision, be they. direct or indirect interventions.

The process of

problem identification and need assessment, data collection and analy- .·
sis, treatment planning_ and implementation and evaluation is connnon to
all service providers:

.therapists, educators, community organizers,

planners and program evaluators.

Crucial to the successful development

and outcome of any professional intervention is the

perc~ption,

flexi-

bility and skill demonstrated by the individual practitioners involved
in helping.
Some of the distinctions drawn between consultation and collabor~tion

become artificial when viewed

~ithin

the dynamic of experience.

Within the exception of shared responsibility for direct service in
collaboration almost all of the characteristics of consultation described in the literature apply equally to a collaborative approach.
times within

th~

Many

literature the two terms are used interchangeably •.
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Collaboration appears to be particularly appropriate to the educational setting, at least at this point when the demands placed in classroom teachers have been recently expanded to include social-emotional
development.

Teachers are required to perform innumerable tasks and

quite simply require basic assistance.

Collaboration enables

men~al

health professionals to provide the additional service support educators request, as well as performing consultative functions.
The relationship between two professionals requires a delicate
balance but the finesse and sensitivity necessary to develop
ful collaboration is integral to any helping relationship.

success~

The ini-

tiation of effective communication.involves congruence and empathy.
Meeting the
practice.

c~ient

where he is is a precept of community mental health

However, as with all precepts, the operationalizing of in-

tent becomes complicated.when the needs of individuals are considered
situationally.

PROGRAM EVALUATION
Program evaluation, as conceptualized and practiced in. this
study, can be described by the generic problem-solving methodology.
The same procedures which the collaborator or con~ultant must accomplish in establishing communication, planning strategies and providing
services, may also be employed by the program evaluator in the

p~·rform

ance of effective evaluation.
The program itself and the program staff are the evaluator's
"clients" and meeting the client's needs for program information l.s
the program evaluator's responsibility.

To.meet the client where he

is is not only a precept ·of clinical practice but is also crucial to

..............................
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the evaluation process if the information is to be collected and utilized in a meaningful way.

The description of the development of the

evaluation design in Chapter III will relate some of the experiences
of evaluation practice.

The concept program evaluation will be ex-

plored in this section.
Concept of Program Evaluation
Program evaluation and evaluative research in general has received recent interest in response to the need for accountability on
the part of all social institutions or subsystems, to the society.
which supports and 'perpetuates their existence.

During the 1960's

the domestic policies of· Presidents Kennedy and Johnson spearheaded
the proliferation of new programmatic approaches to social problems
in a societal atmosphere of domestic turbulence and economic expansion.
In the ensuing 1970's social scientists and human resource practitioners are being called upon to

jus~ify

the need for resource allocation

within a socio-political climate of reassessment and economic restrictibn.
The current desire to judge the worthwhileness of (social) programs is but one aspect of modern society's belief that many of
its social problems can be met most effectively through planned
action based upon existing knowledge, including the.design of even
better solutions in step with advancing knowledge. (Suchman, 1974)
In defining evaluation, what is invariably encountered is a description of method as opposed to a -generic conceptual expression which
can e~c~mpass the theory and applicati~n of a common and widespread
practice.

At this time there is no

theoretical framework for the

practice of evaluation research upon which all involved.in the field
can agree.

What is implied in· the lite'ratu.re .is that there is a need
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for the

devel~pment.

of evaluation theory.

The field of

evaluat~on

ap-

pears to be involved in a search for a definitive paradigm, that is,
a theoretical structure which is sufficiently unprecedented to
attract an enduring group of adherents away from competing modes
of scientific activity and simultanequsly is sufficiently openended to leave all sorts of problems for the redefined group of
practitioners to resolve. (Kuhn, 1970)
A theory of evaluation should:
. (1) off er a conceptual scheme by which evaluation areas or problems are classified; (2) define the strategies including kinds of
data, and means of analysis and reporting appropriate to each of
the areas of the conceptual scheme; (3) provide systems of generalizations about the use of ~arious evaluation procedures and techniques and their appropriateness to evaluation areas or problems.
(Alkin, 1969)
The American PubJ.ic Health Association defines evaluation as,
the process of determining the value or amount of success in
achieving a predetermined objective. It includes at least the
following steps: Formulation of the objective, identification
of the proper criteria to be used in measuring success, determination and explanation of the degree of success, recommendations for
further program a,ctivity.
This operational definition of the term

"evaluati~n"

designates

four distinct procedures which are sequent"ial and interdependent.

The

first two procedures of formulating program obj.ectives and identifying
appropriate criteria of measurement describe the development of an
evalµation design.

The implementation of the research design is im-

plied but not shared·in the above definition.

The determination of

success and the recommendations for programming refer to the synthesis
and analysis of data which essentially comprise the

pr~gram

evaluation

report.
A formalized methodology of feedback, that is., the systematic
collection and communication of information requested and in turn, receiv.ed by a program, agency or system, has become a recognized need

TTT- T--
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and institutionalized procedure in many human service delivery systems.
Program evaluation studies are basically of two types: evaluation of process and evaluation of outcome. The former study seeks
to ascertain whether the planned program has been produced at the
quality sought, has been delivered, and has been used. ·(Kahn, 1969)
The latter evaluative approach attempts to determine the value or efectiveness of aspects of the program or the program as a whole.

Ideal-

ly the request for information evolves from a ·knowledge of purpose and
the results of a study are utilized in improvement and enhancement of
program objectives.
Consideration of

~he

decision-making function is as important to

the evaluation study as the specific problem under investigation.
relationship of evaluation to policy-making

~s

The

amplified in the follow-

ing definition, preferred by the Center for the Study of Evaluation at
the University of California at Los Angeles:
Evaluation is the process of
concern, selecting appropriate
lyzing information in order· to
sion-makers in selecting among

ascertaining the decision areas of
information, and collecting and anareport summary da~a useful to ~eci
alternatives. (Alkin, 1969) .

"Another useful distinction to understanding _the purposes of
evaluation is the difference between 'formative' and 'sununative' evaluation."

(Scriven, 1967)

"Formative evaluation is designed to aid in

the development of a program in its early phases.
tion, on the other hand, judges the worth of a
been in operation." (Weiss, 1972)

Summative evalua-

~rogram

after it has

The program evaluation reported in

this paper can be consi_dered primarily as an example of formative evaluation.

The primary method used to collect formative information in

this design was monitoring.
Monitoring consists o~ a process which allows fo.r systematic collection of information about the program in accordance with the
plan of action. The basic steps in the monitoring process are:
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1.

Seq.uencing all key tasks by completion date (to this point a
set of tasks were associated with a particular objective.)
2. Designating the strategic tasks which represent crucial decision points regarding the development and implementation of
a program.
3. Identifying information inputs/outputs and routing for each
program designated with a responsibility for accomplishing
part or all of the task.
4. Creating and maintaining graphs and/or charts that show actual
progress against planned progress.
(Koroloff, 1974)

Once collected, this information is communicated back to program managers and staff to be used in program decision-making.
Prevention Evaluation
Much has been written on the difficulties of evaluating primary
prevention.

Major obstacles have been stated succinctly by Bloom:

In a word, we are generally asked to evaluate the outcome of an
undefined program having unspecified objectives on an often vaguely
delineated recipient group whose level or variety of pathology· is
virtually impossible to assess, either before or after their exposure to the program. (Bloom, 1968)
What is particularly distressing about the limitations of prevention evaluation -is the lack of sophisticated research methodologies to ·
measure effectiveness of preventive programs which of ten possess multiple goals and

c~mplex

organization.

Another drawback within

men~al

health is the prevalence of negative definitions of behavior, stated in
terms of ·illness ·or deviance.

Even when measureable behaviors are

stated in positive terms, such as increased

·problem~solving

skills, the

difficulty of assessment extends to non-specified levels of desired attainment.
What might constitute improvement are positive definitions of the
'quality of .life' that are ~ven more general than 'mental health'
and may lend themselves to broad measurement and evaluation of pro.gram performance. in any case, we ·must begin to specify what evidence we will accept that the 'better life' is indeed in the process
of becoming. (Broskowski and ~aker, 1974)

.i
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This literature review has interwoven several themes of theory
and related to various methods of community mental health service provision with a concentration on consultation-collaboration and program
evaluation.

The content of the evaluation study is an exploration of

collaboration model.

The form of

explorat~on

is eyaluative research.

The continuum connecting form and content is a generic problem-solving
approach, utilized by Community Team members in their service delivery
and by the Community Team program evaluator in.design development and
implementation.

An.impqrtant tension exists between the process and

the product which can.form a base from which to move toward integration.

The appropriate and desireable synthesis is that the:ends are

contained and exemplified within the means.

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM EVALUATION DESIGN
The first step in constructing. a program evaluation design is the
formulation of program goals and objectives.

When the evaluator was

first introduced to the program, the Community Team had a sense 'of direction and some experience with the first phase of program operation.
There was no formal goals and obj€ctives statement at this time.

To

understand the context from which the formal statement evolved, it is
first necessary to explain the

developmen~

of the Community Team and the

background of the program implementation.

HISTORY OF MODEL

DEV~LOPMENT

The Community Team collaboration model of· in-classroom service
provision evolved from the request from educators in the public school
system for support services from mental health specialists to deal with
school' children identified as requiring therapeutic intervention.

This

request for therapeutic services grew out of increased demands placed·on
classroom teachers to provide education for all children, including the
emotionally handicapped child.

These increased demands on the educa-

tional system have occurred as a result of·

~egislative

decisions

whic~

have e~panded the domain of the school's responsibility to include
social-emotional development.

Another concurrent factor, whi~h has ef-

fected the enlargement of the defined population of mentally and emo'·

tiona~ly

disturbed children, is the increased sophistication of psycho-

./
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logical assessment technologies.
Acting in concert, legislative 'policy-making and psychological
evaluations have extended the responsibility of our educational system,
while neglecting to provide adequate resources and professional development services to regular classroom teachers who eventually experience
the full burden of responsibility.

The axiom that policy dictates prac-

tice is illustrated in this occurrence and the educational fie·+d of
practice is currently struggling to fill the. gap between the goal and
the common reality.

The practical difficulties involved in the process

of bringing the reality closer to the ideal are intensified in light of
limited existing resources.
Several approaches have been attempted by educators to meet ·the
increased need.

Thes~

approaches include special education classrooms,

individual counseling and mental health

consult~tion.

All of these ap-

proaches were carefully considered in the development of the Community
Team model.

The advantages and

disadv~ntages

els were explored and utilized as guidelines
approach.

The Community Team

mode~

of these alternative modi~

creating a collaboration

of service delivery to identify

children and classroom teachers sought to combine the best elements of
the other models, while hopefully alleviating some of the problems which
have been encountered in the past.
The proliferation of special education.classrooms removes emotionally handicapped children from the regular classroom resulting in the
reduction of stress in t?e regular classroom and
special services on

~he

exceptional child.

th~

concentration of

This model of intervention

has been developed and.implemented within the educational system and
~·

-

does not depend on professional mental health resources.

In the special
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education approach the location of the problem has been shifted from one
location, the regular classroom, to another, the special classroom.

The

shifting of location and responsibi·lity to the special classroom, while
temporarily relieving tension for the regular classroom teacher, provides him/her with no mental· health resources for dealing with children
remaining in the classroom.
classroom approach is the

Another

probl~m

found in the special

liab~lity

of re-integrating the exceptional

child back into the normal classroom.
The approach utilizing individual counseling usually·involves the
services of the mental health professional and shifts the location of
responsibili.ty outside of the educational system and places ·it with the
therapeutic system.

This ·process includes diagnosis of the child as

·emotionally disturbed·and may imply that the child is inappropriate for
the educational setting.

An effect of psychological diagnosis may be the

assumption that the "problem" is located within the individual child
which may exclude the consideration _of developing and improving the
classroom milieu.
The practice of mental health consultation·maintains the responsibility for the child with the educational system while providing the
classroom teacher with advice and expertise.
can be an extremely effective and

effi~ient

Successful consultation
approach to problem-solving,

however, in practice difficulties with this methodo.logy have been identified.

Teachers receiving mental

~ealth

consultation have of ten felt

the absence of active support since the consultant assumes no direct'
service responsibility for identified children.

The advice offered by

the mental health.specialist will frequently be interpreted by the
teacher as prescriptive intervention strategy from an outsider who

..............................
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possesses no real understanding of the educational structure and requirements.
In developing a collaboration model, the Community Team proposal
began by defining an approach to children within public school classrooms, who had been identified by teachers and mental health professionals as requiring therapeutic intervention.

The identified child was

selected as the primary level of intervention because this level was
relatively easy to define and was in direct response to the educator's
request for services.

A difficulty which was_ articulated in this direct

service approach was the complication of educational and therapeutic
competition.
Competition between teacher and therapist for the child's time and
attention was defined as a potential by-product of a direct therapeutic
approach which did not integrate social-emotional 'development with the
intellectual development of the child~

Community Team members wanted to

avoid competing with the classroom teacher for the reponsibility, and
the credit for the outcome of intervention.

Believing that social-emo-

tional growth is interrelated with intellectual development, developers
of the Community Team model proposed that therapeutic
ed to occur

~ithin

int~rvention

need-

the classroom milieu and to shift mental health re-

sponsibility solely to the therapist would be disintegrative.
Collaboration was determined to be the most desireable method for
Community Team members, as mental health pr9fessionals, to utilize in
working with classroom teachers.

By sharing responsibility for the

children in the classroom the teachers would experience the active support of the therapist.

At the same time the mental health professional

could provide supportive therapeutic resources to the educator which

.!
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could enhance the teacher's efforts in dealing with all children in the
classroom.

The objective of the Connnunity Team member working with the

teacher was to combine professional efforts and skills for the direct
benefit of the child.
This approach required that Connnunity Team members, while sharing
the

responsibili~y

for direct service ·provision, would not receive the

ultimate credit for successful outcome.

Because the teacher is the pri-

mary adult in the child's school experience the
therapist is 'for the

res~onsibility

eventu~l

goal of the

to finally ·reside with the

educator~

The collaborative method is useful in that it provides needed assistance
to the teacher, whose responsibility for the integration of the child's
social, emotional and intellectual development is a large and difficult
task.
Description of Community Team Project
The following descriptiop is taken from the Children's Psychiatric
Day
Treatment
Center Policy Manual and 'describes the Community Team pro.
.
gram as it was operated from

Janu~ry

to June of 1975.

Description of Current Consultation Commitment:

The Community

Team is collaborating with Gregory Heights Elementary School to provide
mental health services to children kindergarten through third grade.
The objectives of the project are:
1.

provision of therapeutic services in the classroom to identi-

fied children.
2.

intervention in the physical and social milieu to promote
optimal growth for all children.

r ~..._-~
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3.

increased teacher sensitivity to needs of children, widening
the range of problem solving skills and responses available.

4.

in~reased

awareness and support for these activities at the

administrative level of the school system.
The Community Team staff engaged.in the project are two clinical
associates, one of whom is also a registered nurse.

Both of these staff

members have experience and training in chi·ld development and treatment
of emotionally disturbed children and have served as members of a treatment team in the

Childr~n's

Psychiatric Day Treatment Center program.

Also involved in the project are two second year graduate social work
students.
This group is

s~pervised

in their work by the Community

~eam

super-

visor, who is a master '·s level social worker.
Each team member has primary contact with one or more specified
elementary school classrooms, six hours.weekly and is .available to the
classroom teacher on a regular basis for conference.
Planning -for individual

child~en

and work with groups of 'children

or with the classroom milieu as a whole is discussed in the weekly team
m~eting.

The supervisor is also

ava~labl~

to Community Team staff and

students for individual supervision.
In addition to the professional services on the Center staff which
provide support and consultation to the Community Team, a child psychiatrist on the faculty of the Medical School is·available for consultation
to the Community Team to do diagnostic assessments of children and families when requested and to meet with school personnel upon request.
Communication with the principal of the school on a regular basis
is the responsibility of the Community Team supervisor .. Together, they
4':~~~

·I
I
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work out policies relating to the operations of the project and confer
with teacher·s and Connnuni ty Team members.
Records of classroom observations, conferences with teachers and
contacts with individual children are kept by each Community
These same records are not kept by the school.

T~am

member.

when a child is identi-

fied by a teacher as having problems that warrant a psychiatric examination, a family assessment, or any testing that might be done by Center
staff, parental permission is obtained in writing on a Day Treatment
form and resulting records are kept at the Center.

Information relating

to children and families obtained in confidence is not shared with school
personnel without specific parental permission, and sharing of this information is' on an "as needed" basis.
Program Background
The

Comm~nity

Team began its program intervention at Gregory

Heights Elementary School in the winter of 1975.

The mental health

services of the.Community Team were made available to the public elementary school under the auspices of the Children's Psychiatric Day Treatment Center, University of Oregon Health
Oregon.
children.

Sci~nces

Center, Portland,

'!he Center is a day treatment program for emotionally disturbed
One of the professional functions of the Community Team,·as

outlined in the Center's policy is to provide. consultation to schools
and other community agencies upon request.

The project at

Gr~gory

Heights Elementary school had been negotiated between the principal of
the school and the supervisor of the Co~unity Team.
Proposal for Connnuni·ty Team Service To Gregory Heights School:
Overall Goal:

• ....r;:;

Behavior change in children identified as having diffi-
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culty in school.

These may be academic, social, emotion-

al or other problems identified by school personnel
A.·
1.

Identification and Evaluation Phase
Identification of children who need some special approaches or
service in order to have a more positive school/life experience.
a. ·Connnunity Team J;tlember receives r:eferral from school person-·.
nel for individual child.
b.

Connnunity Team member formulates a description of the problem
from information obtained from teacher and/or parent and/or
child and/or peers.
This description should inc.lude a summary of special services provided to the child by members of the PREP team, such
as the diagnostic-counselor, or other specialists, and a description of interventions and approaches employed by the
teacher and the child's response to them.

c.

Cornmuni'ty Team member observes the child in classroo.m. Observations will be conducted on two or more different days
and will probably require a minimum of four hours.

Observa-

tions during_lunch and recess will be scheduled as indicated.
d.

If child appears to warrant further evaluation or-contact
from Community Team member, parental permission will be obtained, and further information and parent's perspective
will be obtained from parents.

Evaluation, referral or in-

vention possibilities will be shared with parents at this
time.
e.

If indicated, child will be seen individually by Community
Team

·-;<..:

m~mber.
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f.

If indicate4, the child will be further evaluated in physical, psychological, psychiatric and educational areas.

Ser-

vices available to the school through area employees or existing contracts will be utilized first.

The Community Team

also have resources for psychiatric, psychological and other
special evaluations which may be arranged oµ behalf of the
child.
2.

Developmental evaluation of child and description of classroom environment as it relates to the child.

3.

a.

evaluation of physical

b.

evaluation of intellectual functioning

c.

evaluation of social behavior.

d.

evaluation of impulse control

e.

evaluation of emotional functioning

f.

evaluation of motor functioning

g.

evaluation of self-concept

h.

evaluation of family functioning

h~alth

The teacher and Community Team member will define the.prob.lem or
issues the child is presently dealing with.

This information and

possible apprdaches will be shared with child's parents.

4.

Teacher, school perspnnel and Community Team member will explore
existing resources or services
child, such as the

ava~lable

diagnost~c-co~nselor,

to the school .for the
other specialists from

the PREP Team, or reading and math specialists available within the
school.
In the event that the child appears to have problems which cannot
be appropriately approached in the school setting, the Community
-~:
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Team member can assist in arranging referral to other agencies
which might include the Children's Psychiatric Day Treatment
Center program.
If it appears reasonable to develop in-school, in-classroom approaches to the child's difficulties, school personnel and· the
Community Team member may proceed with the· "Intervention Phase"
(see ·2 below).
approaches

wh~ch

Preference will be given to developing plans and
do not identify child ·as problem to his peers,

which can be carried out in his regular classroom by his teacher
with the assistance of the Community Team member and does not re- ·
quire his ·removal from school.
The plan for a child may also include referral to special services,
as well as the development of in-classroom intervention approaches,
according to the child's needs.
B.

Intervention Phase
To be employed when in-classroom intervention is chosen as appropriate approach.
1.

The teacher and Community Team member will delineate possible appreaches to the
a.

d~fined

problem or issue.

An intervention plan will be developed by teacher and the
Community Team

me~ber.to

implement behavior change in iden-

tified children and/or classroom population.
b.

Plan will include end goal statements--desired results, and
measurable objectives.
1)

Behavioral objectives will be stated in a positive way
to reflect change

--~

i~

child's behavior.·

.!

I
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Example:

Billy will form a peer relationship with one
child in classroom.

2)

Approaches related to each objective will be stated as
methods to achieve behavior change.
Example:

Small group

activi~y

with Billy.

Adult to

model appropriate interaction for Billy.
2.

The Community Team member will contract with the teacher and the
parent to implement the intervention plan.

3.

Implementation of the intervention plan.
a.

Documentation of the .. intervention, methods used and evaluation reflected in daily notation and final written review.

b.

Documentation of the impact on the individual child and reflected behavior change using daily notation and completi9n
of benchmark dates on intervention plan.

Evaluation of the First Program Phase
At the end of the school year 1975, the program evaluator was introduced to the current Community Team members during an all day
ation meeting.

e~alu

Present during the evaluation were the two clinical as-

sociates fr<?m the Children's Psychiatric Day Treatment Center, 'the two
second year graduate social work students and the Community Team supervisor.

The evaluator's purpose in attending thf.s evaluation meeting was

to gain an understanding 9f the Community Team program, how it was being
operated and any experienced and/or potential difficulties fn program- ·
ming.

The discussion during the evaiuation session centered ar·ound sev-

eral elements relevant to the evaluator's interests.
Goals of the-Community Team Program:

.............. ,',.•

Members of the Community
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Team had a sense of both their long and short range goals.

The immediate

goal appeared to be to promote positive change in identified-children.
The manner of actualizing this ·short range goal would be based on the
available strength and abilities of the teachers and Community Team mem-bers.

The long range goal would be an integrative

app~oach

toward en-

hancing social-emotional development and intellectual achievement of
children in the public schools.
Obstacles to Goal Attainment:

Possible detractors from achieving

long and/or short range goals that were mentioned included competition
between teachers

a~d

mental health professionals, teacher insecurity

about adequacy to meet expectations and pressure within school systems
for academic achievement.

The confusion or lack of philosophical com-

mitment exhibited by the school system regarding the treatment of .children experiencing social-emotional dif ficultie~ was also mentioned as a·
program obstacle •

..

Community Team Methodology:

The espoused method to be employed by

the Community Team members to meet their goals was collaboration with
the classroom teacher.

They saw themselves more as facilitators of a

process than as direct service providers.
Rationale for Collaboration:

There were several artlculated rea-

sons given in support 'of the collaborative methodology utilized by the
Community Team.

These reasons included recognition of the greater po-

tential of .the classroom milieu versus individual psychotherapy with
children to affect change. in school children.

Community Team members

noted that the majority of.a child's time during the day is spent i.n the
classroom, relating to the teacher.
the teacher's goals, Community Team
,.~ A.~

...

...

...

In ord·er to .avoid conflicting with
~embers

felt a partnership should be

!

I
I

.I
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created where ·control was shared.
Need for Role Clarification:

·A couple of cautionary points were

cited regarding the collaboration relationship.

Both members of the col-

laboration needed to define their respective skills and areas of expertise, and realistic expectations for the collaboration needed to be
established.
Levels of Intervention:
tified.

Several levels of intervention were iden-

Thes·e. levels included, 1) the individual child, 2) peer groups,

dyads, small groups, etc., 3) the classroom milieu, including the teacher, 4) the teacher, 5) the child's family and 6) the school administration.

Members of the Community Team viewed these levels within the

framework ·of a holistic system, where all levels continually interfaced
and overlapped; each level containing within it elements of all the
other levels.
General evaluative comments made by the Community Team members ref erred to an increase in the observable behavior of the classroom teachers.

Community Team members felt that at the end of the school year,

teachers manifested more collaborating with Community Team members, increased integration of social-emotional concerns with concern for. intellectual development, greater expression of their own feelings, more empathizing with children's experienced difficulties and an increased res'ponsiveness to. Community Team member's suggestions •. ·

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES DEVELOPMENT
In the summer of 1975, a series of meetings began which extended
into the fall and resulted in the Community Team's formal statement of
Goals and Objectives.

.,.~- .

The evaluator functioned as a group facilitator in

i
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the meeting with Community Team program staff.

The final statement of

Community Team Goals and Objectives was essentially developed and written
by the staff of the Community Team.
Although the evaluator had a superficial knowledge of the Community Team's purpose and function, what was required in the development
of goals and objectives was an in-depth discussion o·f values and intent.
In requesting that the Community Team clarify issues and explain their
·methodologies, the evaluator encouraged members of the Community Team to
become more clear in their own minds about what their goals actually
were.

The insistence upon specifying aµd operationalizing values and

intentions resulted in an important group

pr~cess

of learning for all

involved.
The.... first meeting was a general discussion of the Community Team's
...;

espoused

values~

Community Team members saw themselves as supportive of

classroom teachers and desiring that all

perso~s

functioning within the

classroom milieu children, teachers and others become more aware of the
interpersonal processes occurring and utilize their heightened awareness
to function more effe.ctively within the milieu.
·. Levels of intervention were discussed and narrowed to three for the
purposes of evaluation.

The three levels on which the Connnunity Team

agreed to focus for their goals and objectives statement were:

1) iden-

tified children, 2) all children in the classroom and, 3) the teacher.
These levels were viewed as interrelated parts of a whole system, as in
concentric circles with the first level of interventiGn being present
throughout the other two levels.

It would be possib.le to intervene with

an identified child and not be effecting the other levels, however, to
intervene at the level.of th¢ teacher would be to effect the level of
"~~:
'--

..
....

__
...
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Figure 1.

Levels of Intervention

all classroom children -inclusive of identified children.
The levels of intervention corresponded to the goals of the program.

Once the goals were organized into the three distinctions, it was

then possible to proceed in a systematic fashion to an intensive investigation of each goal.

The following meeting· centered around Goal· I

which related to the identified child intervention.

For discussion pur-

poses, the Community Team supervisor prepared a draft of the goal, objectives and methods designed to meet the stated objectives.
Goal I was to plan for and support positive change in identified
children.

There were two objectives outlined under the goal:

1) to

collaborate with the teacher in defining the "problem" in a mutually
acceptable way that is not detrimental to the child.and 2) to develop an

r-·

~........, ~--...
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intervention plan with the teacher that specifies objectives and methods
to be used.

Under each objective several methods were listed.

The

methods were very specific and when arranged and understood in a chronological progression accurately described the Community Team program intervention in operationalized terms.

After several drafts and much dis-

cussion, these operational methods became objective statements reflecting the Connnunity Team's intended approach to meeting the goal.
Two important discussions evolved around Goal I, that of defining
an identified child and the problem statement written in non-stigmatizing terminology.

It was agreed that children would be considered iden-

tified if they appeared on a

~lassroom

teacher's list, according to the

rating and screening procedure conducted by the school.

If these child-

ren were considered to need therapeutic intervention by both the teacher
and the Community Team member, the child would then be defined as an
identified child.
Writing the problem statement in a way which was both mutually acceptable to teacher and Community.Team member, and not detrimental to
the child, touched on two values held by Community Team members.

The

importance of having the problem statement be mutually acceptable was a
cornerstone of the collaboration.

If two professionals were to calla-

borate in assisting an individual child it was felt to be critical that

(

they viewed the problem from a similar perspective.

Community Team

J11embers, as a pi:ogram staff, however, would not be willing

to

accept a

perspective of the problem being inherent within_ the child himself, as
in a "bad" child.

Rather children must be viewed as experiencing

p~ob-

lems in the classroom, not as being problem children.
In approaching the second goal, confusion was encountered as to

...........
~-
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who was included in the second level of intervention.

The first written

draft of Goal II ·was to provide in classroom assistance to identified
children and the teacher.

Clarification of the second level of inter-

vention indicated that the focus was.intended to be all children in the
classroom, with the third level directed toward the teacher.
ond draft of the goal statement became Goal II, to

p~omote

The sec-

optimal soc-

ial and emotional growth for all the children in the classroom.
Several

ex~mples

cited under the goal.

of desireable activities in the classroom were
Through a process of operationalizing these

statements, the objectives for actualizing Goal II were developed.

The

objectives reflected the Conmiunity Team's hope that children would become increasingly able to define and solve their own problems.
The process of operationalizing objectives involves changing a
statement of intention into an action statement which can be measured.
Of ten this can be easily accomplished by merely adding an infinitive
which denotes a degree of change.

For

~xa~ple,

one of the intentions

stated on the original draft was to encourage expression of feelings
from children and teacher.

By changing "encourage" to "increase", the

objective was operationalized and

becam~

measurable.

The third level of intervention was then considered and a draft of
the Community Team's goals and objectives in effecting the teacher was

I

circulated among team members.

When a written statement of intention to

effect change in classroom teacher's mental health skills was made available for them to see, Community Team members began to feel uncomfortable
about selecting the teacher as a focal point of intervention.

Lengthy

dfscussions about team members attitudes towards teachers resulted in an
increased empathy for the difficulties and demands of the teacher's role.
,;ol!.,.,....-.-...-..

.,,...,,.,

..::.

'""',,,,,_

•

·;
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It was felt that great caution needed to be exercised, especially during
this early stage in the program's development, in avoiding any tactic
which might threaten the classroom teacher's position.

The first prior-

ity in working with teachers was to establish a collaboration relationship.

To focus on the teacher as necessitating change would be more

characteristic of a consultative relationship which was seen as incompatible with the Community Team's strategy at this time.
A decision was reached that the teacher be excluded as a direct
objective of intervention.
third level of

interve~tion

and social environment.

The classroom milieu was selected as the
which encompassed elements of the physical

The teacher, as a participant in the classroom

milieu, would be a major consideration at this level of intervention but
the focus would be broadened to·emphasize enhancement of the entire
milieu.
The term "milieu" was considered esoteric to those outside the
therapeutic system but was.very familiar to Connnunity Team members because it is the primary therapeutic modality employed at the Children's
Psychiatric Day Treatment Center.

The.Community Team members were all

experienced milieu therapists and the Community Team model essentially
proposed translating a modality utilized within a psychiatric setting in
the treatment of emotionally disturbed children to the educational setting.

(

An introduction to Goal III, describing the term "milieu"· in re-

lation to the school classroom was added as a critical section to the
statement of Goals and Objectives.

Goal III was to promote the devel-

opment of a physical and social milieu.in the

~lassroom

growth of social, emotional and intellectual areas.

that supports

The expanded dimen-

sion of the third level is more consistent with the concept of concentric

......,.--,,,,_.,,..
~

"--·,

- I
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circles of intervention which characterizes the systematic perspective
of

s~rvice

delivery articul?ted by Connnunity Team members.

m
Classroom Milieu

Figure 2.

Goals of the Community Team

The r~quest by the Community Team for a program· evaluation to be
conducted made it.necessary for staff members to develop a statement of
Goals and Objectives.

This process was time consuming, taking about two

months to complete, and was often painful.

Community Team members were

forced to examine their values and attitudes and reflect on the implica-

I

tions .of their objectives and

I

met~ods.

As a result o; this self-exam-

ination, changes occurred both at an individual staff member and a program level.

but evolved from collective awareness which the
ation initiated.

~..,.~

..

_.......

~he

evaluator

requir~ments

of evalu-

These changes were not dictated to staff by

In this particular instance, the fact of evaluation
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served as a catalyst for clarification, always useful in program development, and as an ever present yardstick, against which program decisions could be tested and measured.

When the Goals and Objectives were

completed and available for circulati'on, the Community Team staff felt
confident that their statement was accurate and comprehensive.

There

was nothing stated in their Goals and Objectives which they could not
explain or defend, nor did their statement imply any approach or procedure which made them feel uncomfortable or evasive.
Prioritizing Objectives
Throughout the development of the Goals and Objectives, the ·evaluator considered instruments and techniques which might be appropriate
measurements for evaluation.

There were many factors to be considered

in the selection of instruments, but one of the continual .·constraints
was the limitations of time and money.

The manageability of the program

evaluat·ion was one of the evaluator's goals for the ev.entual design.
It was not feasible to measure all of the objectives stated on the
Goals and Objectives.
nityTeam

mem~ers

For this reason, the evaluator asked the Commu-

·to select dne objective under Goal II as their top pri-

ority and two objectives under Goal III.

The objectives under Goal I

were determined to be process objectives, were a chronological description of the Community Team's strategy .of intervention and were appropriI

l

~

ate for monitoring to ·ascertain the level of service provi.sion which was

.f

·achieved.

In discussing priority objectives under Goal III, the Commu-

nityTeam selected two objectives which were· added to the process objectives under Goal I

an~

included in.the monitoring instrument.

These two

objectives described the manner in which Community Team members agreed
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to collaborate with the classroom teacher in a combined effort to enhance
the classroom milieu.

These two objectives are:

1) to share with.the

teacher methods and techniques for dealing with social and emotional
situations which arise in the classroom and 2) to share observations and
perceptions of effect of physical and social milieu on identified children and classroom.
Selecting the top priority objective under Goal II proved to be a
very difficult assignment.

The·community Team members were resistant to

the prioritizing requirements because they considered the objectives to
be of equal importance and to be interrelated.

At one point, they in-

sisted that, like the objectives under Goal I, the Goal II objectiyes
were chronological and described the maturational process of

~hild

de-

velopment, signifying that none of the objectives could be assessed exclusively, but .that the entire process should be evaluated as a whole.
Since this measure was prohibitive, further negotiation was required.
One device employed by Connnunity.Team members during this period
of negotiating was to create a new objective which all Team members
agreed was the most important.

This

~bjective

described the milieu

threapy approach in the classroom and was a means of encompassing the
ultimate intent of all of the specific, operationalized obje~tives listed.
Further discussion resulted in a recognition and acceptance of the fact
.#

that this manuever was a ploy to avoid difficult decision-making and so
the staff dismissed the new objective and returned to priority consideration.
To facilitate the decision-making, the evaluator reviewed the objectives listed under Goal II, organized them into categories and arranged these categories in a developmental sequence.

What emerged

fro~
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this categorization were three distinct levels of social-emotional maturation.

The first level of development centered around the child's

self-esteem and sense of autonomy.

The second level dealt witn the

child's increasing ability to express and resolve emotional conflicts
and the third level emphasized an increased ability to consider the
feelings of others, to accept these feelings and to cooperate.

These

three levels can be considered in the same systematic framework as the
levels of intervention with the third level containing elements of all
the other levels.

In this sense the third level, or the cooperative

level is the broadest level and corresponds to the widest circle within
the interlocking concentric circles in the framework.

Cooperation
I

"'

Figure 3 •. Categories of Objectives Under Goal II
When Community Team members finally selected their top priority objective

__.._

.,-"'"'

__
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it was reflective of the third layer, or the inclusive level of cooperation.

The objective selected was Objective 3, to encourage and pro-

mote cooperative activities among children.

Although the Community Team

had selected ·one objective it was prioritized with some expectation that
cooperation encompassed and

~ymbolized

a more global concept of their

purpose in promoting optimal growth for all children· in the classroom.
This global consideration of cpoperation was clarified at the time the
objective was selected as the top priority; however, the process of
operationalizing cooperation substantially changed and narrowed its meaning.

At the time this change in definition occurred it was not recogni-

zed by the Community Team members or the evaluator and created confusion
in the later stages of data analysis.

This problem will be discussed in

more detail in the following chapters.

.!

·-----

CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
This chapter deals with the selection, development and administration of the instruments which were designed to collect information indirs

cated by the Connnunity Team's Goals and Objectives.

MONITORING INSTRUMENT
The objective of this technique was to record the provision of
services outlined under Goal I of the Goals and Objectives.

Further

objectives of this method were to identify gaps in the service delivery
and to detect discrepancies in the development of collaboration.
crepancy refers to areas of

d~sagree~ent

Dis-

or disparity in the responses

between a teacher and a Community Team member when questioned about the
same service area.
Description of Goal I
As described in the goals and objectives development section, the

first goal of the Community Team's statement focuses on the first level
of the program intervention, the identified children.

Identified child-

ren are defined as those ·individual children who both the teacher and
the Connnunity Team member consider need therapeutic approaches to social
and emotional problems experienced in the classroom.

The goal states

that the intention is to develop, plan for, and support positive change
for these children which, in broad terms, describes the system of service
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delivery which is the Connnunity Team model.

The six objectives outlined

below the goal explain the process and detail specific procedures.
process

obj~ctives

These

do not imply any specific outcome, but pose a hypo-

thesis that if these procedures are accomplished, positive changes in
identified children will result.
Description of the Instrument

...

The first step of the evaluation design was to establish a means
to monitor the process objectives.

Before any outcome measure could be

determined, verification of the provision of Community Team services was
required.

In addition to monitoring procedural steps, the

instr~ent

needed to ascertain whether or not Community Team members were progressing through their proposed model of intervention in collaboration with
the.ciassroom teacher.· Thus, the purpose of the monitoring was twofold:
1) to provide the evaluator with information about the extent to which
the services outlined under Goal I of the Community Team's goals and objectives statement were actually being delivered, and 2) to collect information about discrepancies in perceptions between teacher and. Community Team member.

This.information could be connnunicated back to the

Connnunity Team and could be used to aid Community Team members in improving their service delivery and developing effective collaborative
relationships with their respective teacher-partner.
The monitoring

in~trµment

was developed

objective statements listed under· Goal I.

~ystematically

from the

Since monitoring the proces-

sual development of the collaboration relationships was part of the purpose of the insturment, Objectives 6 and 8 under Goal III were added.
Goal III refers to promoting the

~evelopment

of a physical and social
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milieu in the classroom which supports growth of
intellectual areas.

so~ial,

emotional

~nd

Objectives 6 and 8 have to do· with the Community

Team members' sharing techniques and strategies and sharing concerns
about classroom milieu with the teacher.
The monitoring instrument begins with the first objective listed
under Goal I and asks straight forward questions as to the completion of
.,..

all procedures stated within the objective.

Objective 1 is "to·make ob-

servations in the classroom, to meet with the classroom teacher and to
conduct any additional information-gathering activities."
three questions on the

mon~toring

The first

instrument ref er to the three proce-

dures outlined in the objective:
1.

Has the Community Team member observed the child in the
classroom?

2.

Has the Community Team member met with the teacher to share
observations of the child?

3.

Has the Community T.eam member. conducted additional information-g·athering activities?

The instrument continues in this manner, questioning every procedure
which is outlined and/or implied within the objectives.
As to procedures implied by the objectives, an example would be a
transitional procedure between objective 1 and 2.

The first procedure

stated under objective 2 is the writing of a problem statement.

After

the observations and additional information-gathering were completed, if
the Community Team member and the teacher decided that a child was not
·appropriate for identification they would

decid~

not to write a plan.

The fourth monitoring question asked, therefore, .if a decision had been
made to write an intervention plan.

.

,
l

If the decision was no, this was
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noted on the form and a brief description of the rationale for the decision was written down on the instrument by the evaluator.·
Responses to each question include a "Yes", "No" and "Don't Know".
An additional column was ·added for collaboration from the file.

For ex-

ample, when a problem statement was written, it would be included on the
intervention plan-form, a copy of which would be kept in the program
I

evaluation file.

If problem statements reportedly had been written, the

evaluator could then go to the file and check to see if the report could
be verified on the intervention plan.
the information reported.

This

~orroboration

strengthens

(See Appendix C for Monitoring Instrument

Form.)

f'

./

Administration of the Instrument
The first monitoring occurred in January 1976.

Community Team

members had been involved in the school for several months, observing in

<

all primary grade level classrooms, going through a process of mutual
selection of the teacher-partner with whom they would work for the remainder of the school year.

Classroom observations to determine which

children were in need of therapeutic intervention had begun.
When the monitoring instrument was ready, the evaluator was scheduled to make a presentation at one of the weekly primary grade teacher
meetings at the. school.
~

The evaluatQr was introduced to the faculty.by

the Community team supervisor who

pre~aced

the evaluator's remarks by

offering a brief history of the Community Team program at Gregory· Heights
Elementary School.

The evaluator explained to the teachers, the concept

behind evaluative research stressing program accountability, measurement
of outcome effectiveness and improvement of service delivery •. The·
,,.
I

,,
r

·1

I

/
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Community Team's goals and objectives statement was made available to all
the teachers, as were copies of the monitoring instruments.

The evalu-

ator explained how the monitoring instrument was directly related to the
program goals and objectives.
teachers to assis.t in the

m~nitoring

iodically by the evaluator.
uled at this meeting.

A formal request was made of participating
procedure by being interviewed per-

The first monitoring interviews were sched-

Subsequently interviews were scheduled at the

school, with the teachers individually.
The monitoring instrument was administered by the evaluator to both
teacher and

Co~unity

Team member, in separate interviews.

The

monitor~

ing questions were asked about each identi.f ied child so the interview
took more or less time, depending on how many identified children there

"I

were in each classroom .

.,,,.,-:.

i

The evaluator began with the first question and continued through
the procedura.1 steps until a "No" response was reported.

This .would in-

dicate the stage of the process which was currently being negotiated.
At the next monitoring.interview, questioning would resume at the point
~here

it left off during the previous interview.

Thus, duplication of

questioning was avoided.
Three questions

we~e

asked during every monitoring interview.

These question·s refer to the provision of services and the development ·
of the collaborative relationship in terms of the classroom milieu.

r
r

Description of Intervention Plans
At the time the monitoring was initiated there was one intervention plan in the file.

,,,.1

/

No standardized form existed and the process·of

monitoring itself identified the need for plans to be on file.

A very

.

[

/

/
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simple two-page format was designed to be easily written and easily read.
The design of the intervention plan was dictated by elements contained
within the process objectives.
The first page includes the name of the identified child, the Community Team member and the teacher.

Appropriate space is provided for

the recording of observations, additional information-gathering activities and the_.problem statement.
ents.

The second page has two major compon-

Objectives are listed with corresponding benchmarks and the meth-

ods are listed, with the respective responsible person, either the
teacher or the Community Team member, or both stated.

Additional second

pages can easily be added so that as benchmarks are met, if .new ones are
established, anyone reviewing the plan can assess progress over time.

/

(See Appendix B for intervention plan forms.)
The use of standardized intervention plans can serve additional
purposes besides facilitating recordkeeping for program staff and the
evaluator.

They provide material for reporting the number of children

identified and for at least a
of Objective 2.

subjecti~e

assessme/nt of the secqnd part

This objective is "to write a problem statement in col-

laboration with the teacher from the perspective of issues with which ·the
child is currently dealing".

The concern on the part of Connnunity Team

members.which underlies the writing of this objective is that.children
are often labeled and in diagnostically negative terms.

The Community

Team wanted to avoid children being labeled as "bad" or as "problems"
but to be viewed and described as children who are experiencing social
-:-

and emotional difficulties.
~)

.

..

By perusing the written· problem statement, recorded on the interven~ion

plan, the evaluator can review the statement and check the

/
(
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perspective of

th~

description.

If there is any question that children

are being diagnostically labeled in stigmatizing terms, these questions
can be directed to the documentation in the intervention plans and discussed at the appropriate staff level.
Description of Collaboration Discrepancy Inventory
In making periodic reports to the Connn.unity

Tea~,

from information

gained in the monitoring, three critical areas were selected and a format
was designed to condense the data and facilitate reporting.

The focus of

the information was on the collaborative process and the areas selected
were 1) the questions on the monitoring instrument which asked if serv-

.

~

.,._,.
/

ices were being provided and a description of services provided by the
~

Connnunity Team member and by the teacher, ·2) the question whiGh reflects
Objective 6 under Goal III,

1

~ Has

the Community Team member shared with

the teacher, techniques and methods for dealing with social and emotional situations in the classroom?" and 3) .the question which reflects Objective 8 under Goal III, "Has the Community Team member shared with the
teacher obserV"ations/perceptions of the effect of physical and social environment on the classroom?"
These questions deal particularly with the collaborative style and
it was felt that an indication of any discrepancies between teacher and
Community Team member perception in these areas would be helpful in redefining and restructuring collaboration development.

The form which

resulted from this process was the Collaboration Discrepancy Inventory.
(See form in Appendix E.)

/!)_,:

The Collaboration Discrepancy Inventory would be filled out by

t~e

evaluatqr after each monitoring and included along with. the monitoring
.1

;

,,/
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forms in each Community Team member's file.

If a Community Team member

wanted to consult the file he or she could glance quickly at the Collaboration Discrepancy Inventory and note any checks made in the discrepancy
column and then read across the page to find out in which area there was
agreement, note their response as opposed to the classroom teacher's
and, in the case of the service provision question, read, after the name
of the identified child, the notes the evaluator had made concerning the
nature of the differences in describing services.
Description of Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory

,.

The collaborative discrepancies were the only areas of monitoring
which were collected in a systematic way for periodic reporting.

~

For the

final report, however, a similar mechanism was devised for the reporting
of all questions which are found on the monitoring instrument.
form is the Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory.

This

(See Appendix D for formJ

The form includes names of identified children, the procedural
step completed for each identified child, .a column for checking discrepancies, a space to record the procedural step about which there is a
disagreement and then the three columns for the various responses, "Yes",
"No" and "Don't Know".

Data can be compiled for the overall program and/

or by individual Community Team

me~ber

and can be utilized in much the

same way as the Collaboration Discrepancy Invento_ry is used; to provide
another indicator of
where more explicit
nity Team member.
;!!''
<

~ollaboration
communicatio~

effectiveness and to identify areas
is required between teacher

an~

Commu-

In addition to assessing collaboration development,

the Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory shows the procedural step achieved
in the intervention process and illustrates where the process has become

I

/

"
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stalled.
Description of Process Development Scale
The information coll·ected and recorded on the Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory which relates to the development of the intervention procedure can then be transmitted to the Process Development Scale.
Appendix F for form.)

(See

The Process Development Scale lists all the pro-

cedural steps which are questioned by the monitoring instrument under
the corresponding objective.

\

For example, under Objective 1 are listed

1

t

~

three procedures:

1) make observations, 2) meet with teacher, and 3)

~

' ·.

gather additional information.
After each monitoring is completed, the

numbe~

of interventions

which are currently involved in the stated procedures, can be counted and
recorded on the Process Development Scale.

By checking the scale, deter-

minations can be readily made about how many plans have reached a certain
stage in the procedure.

Over time, the; Process Development Scale can

provide an assessment of the progression of the overall program.
information can be

~lso

This

be collected for a.Community Team member on an

individual basis.
PEER INTERACTION INVENTORY
The objective of this observation instrument was to provid~ infermation about the frequency of classroom interactions related to Goal II
of the Connnunity Team's Goals and Objectives statement.

r:

Objective of Observational Technique
The objective of the classroom observation was to measure the frequency of cooperative activities among children in the classroom.

!
I
l

,/

I

I
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Although the observational instrument was not administered as a pre-test
post-test measurement it could be used in this manner if· an observation
could be accomplished before the

in-clas~room

program was initiated.

Because the observation measure was related to Goal II, the pro-.
motion of optimal social and emotional g
cla~sroom,

a measurement was required

~

all children in the

wh~ch

focused on peer classroom

milieu, including the teacher and not iniividualizing identified children.
Selection of the Instrument
There were three major guidelines or
selection of an observational technique.

constraint~

which dictated the

The first consideration was

r

,.

that of finding an instrument.which operationalized and measured cooper-

, I

ation.

Y.~
-

The second guideline was that of measuring interaction at the

level of classroom environment, but not measuring teacher performance or

1

the performance of identified children in comparison to all children in
the class.

rhirdly~

consideration needed to be given'to the manageabil-

ity of instrument administration.
Operationalized "Cooperation":

In a review of the educational ob-

servation literature and in questioning local mental health professionals
1t was ascertained that very few-appropriate instruments existed, which
exclusivaly measured classrqom cooperative behavior.

Several instruments

included .cooperation as one category of observation and the majority of
j

techniques included the teacher in the measurement strategy.
which was eventually selected

operational~zes

The format

cooperation, at the level

of peer interaction, as equal participation in an activitr or conver.sa~

tion.

This operational definition .of cooperative behavior among children

c

was acceptable to mempers of the Community Team although, in terms of an
ag
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instrument selection it comprised a compromise since cooperative was
only one of

sev~ral

categories listed and was not originally determined

to be the focus of the observation.
At this stage in the process, the functional definition of cooperation was changed substantially from the previous conceptual definition
which the Connnunity Team had prioritized.
As discussed in the previous

chapt~r,

this conceptual definition

of cooperation encompassed a more global sense of cooperation as a sym}

bolic reflection of one of the values of Community Team members.

The

functional definition of equal participation in an activity or conversa, tion does no.t describe this symbolic conception of cooperation.

This

fact was not recognized during the process of selecting and revising the
observational technique but became evident much later in the period of
interpreting the findings of the observation.

It is doubtful whether an

awareness of this occurrence would have resulted in members of the Community Team rejecting this observation technique since
portunity to discuss the appropriateness

o~

th~y

had an op-

all definitions and revised

and·added several categories and definitions of terms.
Exclusion of Teacher from Measurement:

The exclusion of the teach-

er from the observation measure eliminated many
for

asse~sing

climate

classroom climate.

instrument~

~tandardized

instruments

As noted in Chapter II, the classroom

emphasize the teacher as the single most influential

agent in the classroom milieu.
The view that the teacher is the greatest influence on classroom
milieu is shared by members of the

Conunun~ty Te~m.

The decision to ex-

elude the teacher from measurement was made purposefully by the staff,

although

~hey

were aware that this decision narrowed the selection of ·
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observation instruments and the information which would result.

The im-

.portance of establishing collaborative relationships with teachers took
precedence at this stage of the Connnunity Team's program formulation and
it was considered detrimental to the collaborative process, at least
during this program year, to attempt a measurement of teacher performance in the classroom •
. Manageability uf Administration:

As stated in the description of

the program evaluation goals, one of the major considerations throughout
the design procers was to keep the evaluative functions to manageable
time and technical resource proportions.

At the present time the Com-

munity Team program of the Children's Psychiatric Day Treatment Center
does not have the financial resources to insure perpetuation of a longitudinal evaluation design.

If this goal was to be accomplished, evalu-

ation procedures needed to be structured in such a way so as to make it
feasible for Children's Psychiatric Day Treatment Center staff to continue the process over an extended
ditional personnel.
severa~

per~od

of time without.requiring ad-

Since the Center is a setting for trainees from

local educational institutions, one possibility for future imple-

mentation of the evaluation is to. utilize the services of education and
mental health student-trainees who are interested in learning evaluative
research methodology.
Description of the Instrument:

Peer Interaction Inventory

The observational technique which was

eventua~ly

developed, The

Peer Interaction Inventory, was taken from an interactional observation
form which w&s designed by graduate psychology trainees at the Child Development and Rehabilitation Center at the University· of Oregon Health
.(
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Sciences Center, Portland, Oregon.

The original form included observation

at levels of interaction and behavior additional to peer interaction and
was used in counting behaviors in ·a special classroom for hyperactive
youngsters.

Levels of interaction included in the original form were

with an authority, and amongst peers, isolation, hyperactivity and crying.
This observation design was selected, partially because it presented very few technical or logistical requirements.

The requirements

~f

the very small program at Gregory Heights eliminated several possible
instruments which were designed for administration across a large sample
involving many schools in several school districts and required technical
resources which were not at the disposal of the Community Team program.
One requirement of an observation is the need to establish reliability or a rate of agreement between two or more observers.

To meet

this requirement, the services of a second observer were required, to
aid the evaluator in the administration of the observational instrument.
At the time the observation format was chosen, it was felt that another
observer could be ·found either at the Child Development.an4 Rehabilitation Center or at Gregory Heights Elementary School.
The most difficult .Problem connected with the observation, proved
to be the need for a second observer.

No one at Gregory Heights School

or the Center was either available or appropriate to serve as the second
observer so a volunteer was sought.
Portland

S~ate

A part-time psychology.student from

University volunteered to participate in the observation

which took 12 - 15 hours to complete·.

This t_ime

includ~d

a limited

training session, which, had resources been available, could have been

.

~

more extensive and perhaps have eliminated some of the confusion encoun-

I

tered in the recording of observed behaviors •

.

.,
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·I

Revisions of the Instrument
The Instrument was changed from the original form utilized in the
hyperactivity study and adapted to the needs of the Connnunity Team pro. gram evaluation in three basic ways, the selection of only the peer interaction level.

~or

observation, the adding of two categories:

Inter-

active and Non-Interactive .and the redefining of Aggression.
Selection of Peer Interaction:

Although the original observation-

al technique was designed to measure both peer interaction and interaction between children and an authority, since the Collllllunity Team had
decided not to .measure the latter interaction, that category was eliminated, as were the categories pertaining to isolation, hyperactivity
and crying.

The peer interaction definitions were

original form and

use~

extract~d.

from the

as the basis for the Peer Interaction Instrument.

Additional Catego.ries:

In o·rder to account for the interactions

eliminated, two non-specific categories were added to the Peer Interaction Instrument, Interactive and Non-Interactive.
The

Inter~ctive

category was to include all other peer -interac- .

tions which did·not apply to the
.on the instrument:

'categories listed and defined

positive and negative, physical and verbal aggres-

sion, cooperation,

dominance~

sponse.

Inter~ction

(See Peer

spec~fic

submission, no response and competing reInstrument Definitions in Appendix I.)

The. Interactive category was also to include all interactions between
children and the teacher or any other authority in the classroom.

There

was no distinction made within the Interactive category, in order to assess how much of the recorded behavior was.additional peer interaction
c;

and

ho~ m~ch wa~

interaction with. an autbority.

as to excluding any teacher measurement.

Caution was maintained
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The Non-Interactive category was added by the Community Team in ·
order to gauge in some way, the extent of isolated activity as compared
to the incidence of interaction in the classroom.
These two categories served as

gener~lized catch~alls

to capture

the information in a non-specific manner, which was included on the
o~iginal

form in operationalized terms.

In revising the form this way,

the ability of the technique to collect important information about the
nature of observable interactions was largely decreased.

Considering

the guideline of not assessing the teacher, this effect was unavoidable.
Redefinition of Aggression:

The third revision of the original

form was a redefinition or a clarification of the term aggression.

In

the original form, used in observing hyperactive children, aggressive
denoted a negative behavior and was characterized by such
pressions of revenge, threats, spitting and wrestling.

thin~s

as ex-

In discussing

the implied negativism of aggression, members ·Of the CoIIUnunity Team began to cite examples of situations where

expressio~s

ample, would be considered appropriately assertive.

of revenge, for exAggression could be

considered as hostility when viewed from a negative perspective of unacceptability and undesireable behavior.

Appropriate expressions of anger

or assertiveness, on the ·other hand, as in one child confronting another
with a legitimate opinion or response

co~ld

be considered positive or

desireable behavior.
What emerged from this discussion were two operating definitions of
aggression, one positive and one negative.
determining which .definition applied to an

The general guideline for
observ~ble

situation was the

consideration of what was fair within a particular setting.

If a child

responded to a non-provoked physical assault by another child def ending
C•
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his or her position, either physically or verbally, this would be considered aggressive-positive.

If a child, for no apparent reason, went

over and yanked someone's pigtails, this act would be considered aggressive-negative.
Preparation of the Instrument
Before the Peer Interaction Inventory was adininistered in the
classrooms, two preparatory procedures were.completed.

The first was

to validate the appropriateness of the instrument to measure what the
Community Team wanted and the second step was a pilot test of the mechanics of administering the observation.
Validity Test:

A session was arranged for Community Team members

to experiment with the observation form and discuss its appropriateness
from a clinical perspective to a practice setting with which they were
familiar.

Videotapes of children in classroom situations were provided

by .staff psychologists at the Child Development and Rehabilitation Center.

Community Team members observed children on video, scored behav-

iors for several
ed their

~ntervals,

~espouses

then stopped the· tape, compared and discuss-

to the same· observed interaction.'

There were two issues which emerged out of this session which
were later discussed at a meeting of the Community Team.

One question

was whether or not cooperative should take precedence over dominantsubmissive.

There was some difference of opinion during the videotape

session about whether or not. a child's behavior was dominating or equal
participation in an activity.

In situations which were not overtly dom-

inating; especially considering the inability to hear clear verbal exl.

r

changes, it was decided that cooperative. would take precedence.

'!
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The other question which resulted from the run through with the
videotapes was whether to score the last scoreable response or the most
dominant behavior observed during any given second interval.

In the

interests of keeping the procedure as regular as possible and with consideration for the problems associated with having to make quick decisions, record a behavior· and return to observing, all in a manner of
seconds, it was determined that the last scoreable response would be
the behavior recorded.

The last scoreable response meant a behavior

.which had begun and was understandable as a completed behavior.

The

behavior could not be scored as an interaction if the child was walking towards another child, presumably to engage in an interactiQn.
the end of fifteen seconds, if the child was

st~ll

At

walking, the last

scoreable response would be non-interactive.
Pilot Test:

A practice session was arranged before going into

the rooms where the Community Team members were working.

One morning

was spent in a fourth grade classroom, practicing synchronizing the
tapes and clarifying confusion centering around the

definition~

and

coding instructions.
During this pilot test in the fou_rth grade classroom, the observers recoginzed another

situa~ion,

common to

al~

classrooms, which re-

quired further clarification of coding procedures.

When children were

sitting quietly at their seats, assumedly listening to the teacher who
was addressing the class, they were seemingly interacting with an auth.

ority and their behavior should

~herefore

.

be scored as Interactive.

The observers determined, however, that unless there was an observable
behavioral response exhibited by the child, as.in opening the book and
beginning to work,. in direct response to instructions, their non-behav-
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ioral assumed listening could not be interpreted as an interaction and
must therefore be scored Non-Interactive.

The rule of thumb became, at

that po1nt, in any case involving doubt, Non-Interactive takes precedence.
Description of Administration
The observation instrument was administered in three classrooms
at Gregory Heights Elementary School in which the Community Team members
worked.

A random sample of eight children was selected.from class lists

in each room.

Each child was observed for a ten minute period, record-

ing a behavior in the appropriate category after a fifteen second interval.

After scoring, observers would pause for five seconds and then the

next fifteen second interval began.

Three counts were made each minute

for a total of 30 interactions scored for every child observed.
Each observer had a portable tape recorder which could be carried
in a

pur~e

or briefcase.

The second intervals were recorded on the

tapes with the number of the interaction spoken at the .end of each fifteen second interval.
as the third or

th~

When observers scored a behavior it was recorded

twentieth behavior as opposed to a running tally.

The second of the two tapes was recorded off the original so that
the recordings were synchronized as long
eously.

a~

they were started simultan-

One of the observers would start both of the tapes at the be-

ginning of each observation.

This mearit that the two observers needed·

to sit relatively close together.

Earphones were used so that children

working in a.quiet classroon would not be distracted.

The only audible

sound was the clicking of buttons when the tape recorders were started
or stopped.
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At the beginning of each observation of a child, observers would
write the child's name, their

nam~,

the time of the observation and a

description of the setting at the time of the observation, i.e.
period, free play, class discussion.

readi~g

Any change in activity or any un-

usual or distracting incident which occurred during the ten minute observation was noted on the score sheet.
Observers found that four children could be tracked at one sitting
and then a break was required before coming back and completing the observations for each classroom.

Observations were made in the morning

between 9:00 and lli30 a.m. and required three separate days, one day
per classroom.

It was necessary to come to the classroom early on the

day of the observation and be with the teacher while children were arriving in order to go over the sample list-and identify the children to
be observed.

Distinguishing characteristics and descriptions of each

child were jotted down so that observers could remember which children
to observe.

TEACHER

A~TITUDE

QUESTIONNAIRE

The objective of the questionnaire was to

co1l~ct

information from

the staff at Gregory Heights Elementary School which would be helpful to
the Community Team in

impr~ving

their service delivery, revising their

program in the future and assessing the impact their p.rogram has made on
the teachers and principal at the school.
Development of.the Questionnaire
Unlike the other developmental processes which

re~ulted

in the

goals and objectives statement, the monitoring and observation instruments,
~

J

·1
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the members of the Community Team were not deeply involved in the design of the Teacher Attitude Questionnaire.

The evaluator prepared the

first draft of the questionnaire and circulated copies to all members
of the ·community Team.

Then the evaluator and supervisor of the Commun-

ity Team went over the first draft and discussed the format and intent
of each question, deleting, rearranging and adding sections.

Members of

the team expressed some concern about the length of the questionnaire,
but supported the

ide~

of administering it in the form of .an interview,

as intended.
A rough draft

~as

submitted to the principal of the school for ap-

proval and interviews were scheduled.

The.design and approval process

took less than two weeks.
Administration of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire was administered by the evaluator in an interview.

All respondents were insured of confidentiality.

The general

goals of the program evaluation were reviewed, as were the goals and objectives of the Community Team program.
goals

a~d object~ves

A copy of the Community Team

statement was made available to any

resp~ndent

wish-

ing to have one, as was a copy of the questionnaire for them to keep.
The objectives of the questionnaire were stated by the evaluator before
beginning the interview.
The Teacher Attitude Questionnaire was administered to all the
primary grade teachers and the principal at
School.

There were

~ight

Gr~gory

Heights

Elem~ntary

respondents to the questionnaire, including

four teachers who had participated in the Community Team program for
the

majo~

portion of the school year, three teachers

wh~

had either not.
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worked with the Connnunity Team at all or who had only had a Community
Team emmber in their classroom for a relatively short time or involved
in fairly limited service provision, and the principal.

All the teach-

ers who were appropriate to the interview schedule responded, including
the principal.
The questionnaire sur\reyed teacher's opinions and suggestions concerning their awareness of Community Team methodologies and the relative
effectiveness of various approaches, positive and/or negative effects of
Community Team intervention, the amount and allotment of time consumed
by Connnunity Team program and philosophical issues of educational and
mental health intervention.

There were also several questions designed

to measure awareness pf, and receptivity to, the collaborative approach.
(See Appendix J for Teacher Attitude Questionnaire.)

IDENTIFIED

CHILDR~

RATINGS

The objective of collecting information about particular identified children was to provide· some means of assessing the degree and nature of change over a period of several years.

This purpose relates to

Goal I, supporting positive change in children.identified as needing
therapeutic approaches
Community Team.

i~

the classroom and receiving services from the

The information provided in the Identified Children

Ratings can assis_t the Community Team program in evaluating the effectiveness of early identification and subsequent service provision, in
preventing

ch~ldren

from experiencing social and emotional difficulties

in their later school years.

·"
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Description of the Rating Procedure
The information which was used in the rating process was taken
from files at Gregory Heights Elementary School.

Several times during

the school year, the principal requested that teachers conduct a screening of students in their.classrooms and rate.each child on a one to four
scale.

A one on the scale would indicate that the teacher.anticipated

that the child would experience no particular difficulties during his or
her academic career.

A rating of two indicated some uncertainty, on the

teacher's part, regarding the student's academic future.

A three signi-

fied that the child was experiencing or, that the teacher anticipated
that the child

wou~d

experience, future learning difficulties, and a .

four indicated that a child was·talented or gifted in particular areas.
(See Guidance/Extra Service Screening Form, Appendix K.)
The Community Team program was especially concen1:ed about children who received a two or three rating.

Under a

r~ting

of three there

were four specific categories of learning difficulties:
3A - Attendance is a problem.

Misses an average of halfday a

week or more.
3D - Child is likely to be disruptive.
3W - Child is likely to be withdrawn.
3L - Chi.ld is likely to have learning difficulty.
Teachers could indicate one or more of these sub-categories to qualify
rating of a child and provide additional information about what problems
the child experienced in the classroom.·
During this school year, ratings.took place at three different intervals, once in October, again in December and finally in June.
At the end of the year, the program evaluator matle a list of all
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identified children remaining in the Commµnity Team program.

Then the

school files were consulted as to how many of the Community Team program' a identified children had received ratings of two and three, if
there was any change in the ratings they received and if there was a
change, what was the difference in the rating.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS
In this cha.pter, the findings of the data collection techniques
utilized in this program evaluation are presented and discussed.

MONITORING REPORT
The results of the monitoring provide information about the
extent of the service provision and the

d~velopment

of the collabo-

I
I

I.1
I

rative relationships.

I
I
~

I

Number of Identified Children
At the time of the first monitoring there were 33 children reported, either.by the Community Team member or the teacher, or both,
as being in· need of special services.

Since there was only one wri-

ten intervention plan in the file at this time, there is no evidence
to corroborate this figure.

There were, however, discrepancies, which

appear on the Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory, ·between teachers and
·tommunity Team members about the decision to write plans for individual children ..
There was one instance where the teacher reported that a deci-

sion had been made to not write a plan and the Community Team member
responded "Don't Know"..

This was not counted as a discrepancy in-

stance, especially because of the particular confusion surrounding
plans for the child in question.

·I
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TABLE I
JANUARY INSTANCES OF DISCREPANCIES REGARDING
DECISION TO WRITE INTERVENTION PLAN*

.:CommW1ity "Team -- . No
:teacher·- .Yes

Community Team - Yes
"T.ea.cher - No

.:Community "Team - Yes
"Teacher - Don tt Know
:5

-4

3

Thtal= 12
*Taken lrom Monitoring .Discrepancy. Inventory

As can be seen from Table I there was a difference of opinion
between teacher and Community Team member in thirteen cases, about
whether or not an intervention plan was to be written.

By the time

the next monitoring occured, in March, there were only two reported
cases of disagreement.

In both of these cases the Community Team

member reported that a decision had been made to write a plan, while
the teacher, in one case didn't know and in the other case the teacher reported that a decision had not been ·reached.
At this point, intervention plans were in the file and plans
had been written for both of the cases in question, corroborating the
Community Team member's affirmative report.

Discrepancy, in this

instance, could be due to a time lag. between Community Team member
and teacher meetings where information is shared, and the administration of the second monitoring.
Partially due to this time lag, it is difficult to say how many
clearly identified

ch~ldren

there were at any fixed point in time

during the· first three months of monitoring but by March there were·
twenty five and at the end of the school year, as reported in the
final monitoring, there were twerity two identified children.

1-
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There were eleven children who became non-identified during the
first few months of monitoring.

Of these cases, the reasons given for

deciding not to write an intervention
vention plan were in three areas.

~lan

or terminating the inter-

!

It /was de.termined that ·seven chil-

dren were not a critical problem, i.e./ -n.ot appropriate for therapeutic intervention, three children moved away and for one child, alternative arrangements from classroom intervention were planned and
accomplished.
Community Team Process Development
One of the things that monitoring can provide is tracking of the
procedural objectives as they are developed.

By transfering this in-

formation to the Process Development scale, assessment can readily be
made of the overall program status.

As can be seen from Table II the

overall process generally appears to have developed steadily and cons·istently, with a few notable exceptions.
One point to be noted is that while fourteen of the final twenty two
identified cases reached the last process objective, no plan went
through the last procedure of establishing new benchmarks.
At the time of the first.monitoring in

J~nuary,

three of the

thirty three cases had completed plan evaluations and five more had
reached that step.

By March, the majority of the cases, fifteen, had

been evaluated •. At the time of the final monitoring twenty of the
twenty two cases had been evaluated by teacher and Community Team member.

Of the two remaining cases one reported having developed an

intervention plan and that plan was at the stage to be evaluated.
Of the

\r-

twen~y

two identified children reported during the final
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TABLE II
PROGRAM EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY TEAM
IN-CLASSROOM SCHOOL PROGRAM
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT SCALE

Process

Corresponding Procedures

Date:Jan fnate:Mar Date: May

;Objective

T<J.•mber. of. '"'
1

2

1:

Make observations.

2:

Meet with teacher.

.

3

3: Gather additional information.

2

4:

20

Decision to write plan.

0

C!•

·~*

1

4

I

5: Write problem statement.

3

6:

Write statement with teacher.

7:

Develop plan.

8:

Use problem statement as base for plan
development.

9:

Develop plan with teacher.

10 a:

I

State objectives in the plan.

b: State methods in the plan.

c: State benchmark fu the plan.
d:

State delineated responsibility in the plan.

11:

Provide services to children.

12:

Pro~ion

13:

Provision of services by teacher.

5

4

l

5

14:

Meet with teacher to evaluate plan.

2

15

6

6

14 a:

Review benchmarks with teacher.

.1

4

of service by Community Team.

-

..

b:

Establish new benchmarks.

c:

Establish new benchmarks with the teacher.

14

*Tbe numbers recorded indicate the number of cases which have reached the designated procedure.

'--·
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monitoring session seventeen had intervention plans in the file.

Of

the five cases which did not have intervention plans only one had not
reached the procedural stage of writing an intervention plan.
other four reported being in stages of plan evaluation.

The

Both teacher

and Community Team member reported that a plan had been developed in
these four cases but in two of the four cases there were discrepancies
in perceptions between teacher and Community Team member regarding
whether or not a plan had been accomplished.
The graph following,· s4ows how the process progressed in stages
over the five month monitoring period.

At each month illustrated, the

majority of the cases are clustered around particular stages in the
process with a few cases scattered throughout .the process.

By the end

of the monitoring activities in all cases but one, have clustered
around the plan evaluation functions.
The graph would indicate that reviewing of benchmarks did not
occur as

fr~quently

as bi-monthly.

had reached procedure 14a,

t~e

reviewing of benchmarks with the teacher,

however in March, there were no.
dure.

Note that in January, one case

ca~es

which had completed this proce-

In the final monitoring, fifteen cases were reported to have

achieved the procedure of reviewing benchmarks.

Because of the diffi-

culties associated with a time lag between interviews, it is possible
that benchmarks were reviewed an additional time, in late March, after
the second monitoring and again, before the final monitoring.

The

monitoring instrument does not however, quantify the occurrences of
any procedure, only the provision of designated services, and as monitored, -the benchmarks were not reviewed, for any of the cases, in
March.

~-:-~:

..

\

I
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Figure 4.

Graphical representation of the development of

the process.
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Information from Intervention Plans
The only additional information to be derived from the intervention plans at ·this time, which is pertinent to the goals and objectives is the assessment of the problem statement.
malized evaluative function now in effect

There is no for-

regard~ng

blem statement, other than verifying its existence.
through all the

statements~

the written proBy reading

the evaluator's superficial judgement is

that the statements comply with the guideline that chil-Oren be

des~

cribed from the perspective of current difficulties they are experiencing.

There is no evidence of negative labeling in the problem

statements on file.
Monitoring Discrepancies
In counting the frequency of discrepancies which appear on the
Monitoring Discrepancy Inventory the following rate of occurrence can
be noted.

TABLE III
FREQUENCY OF MONITORING DISCREPANCIES

January

May

March

35

4.

45 .

In the aggregate, monitoring discrepancies were almost all dispelled by the end of the school- program year.
quency in January and March require

The discrepancy fre-

clarificat~on

because they reflect

two essentia,lly 'different types of perceptual disparities.
In January, the discrepancies were scattered throughout the

L:....:.:
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cases, that is, all of

th~

relationships reflected lack of clarity

about the terminology and the development of procedural steps.

Of

the thirty three identified cases in January, twenty four cases exhibited at least one area of discrepancy.

In nine cases there was

agreement between teacher and Community Team member about the stage
and outcome of the decision-making process.

Discrepancies centered

around two functions, the gathering of additional information and
the decision to write an intervention plan.

This indicates that

most plans were in the early period of negotiation and the procedure
was relatively new to both the

C~mmunity

Team member and the teacher.-

In March, although the frequency of discrepancy was higher, the
discrepancies clustered·in a very different pattern.

Of the forty

five discrepancies counted in March, thirty seven of the discrepancies appeared in four of the identified cases.

This can be explained

due to a primary lack of agreement as to the existence of a plan.
When a teacher, for example, reported that an intervention plan had
not been written and the Community Team member reported that the
plan had not only _been written, but reported several.procedures had
been completed, all of these procedures reported by _the_ Community Team
member and disclaimed by the teacher, appear as discrepancies on the
Monitoring Discrepancy

Invent~ry.

Therefore, in March, in addition

to the four cases which account for the majority of that month's disc+epancies there were.only eight other discrepancies counted.
The following table illustrates the frequency of discrepancies
by procedure.

The only procedures which exhibit a clustering, which

would indicate program difficulties are, as previously noted,. early
in the program

1 ... - -

implem~ntation.

The confusion in large part can
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probably be explained by the newness of the system, especially since
the problem does not reoccur.
Although the information just presented was not available to
the Community Team in periodic reports, the monitoring function
·appeared to have a noticeable influence on the process development.
Knowing that monitoring interviews were being scheduled and were being
conducted periodically gave Community Team members a sense of deadlines and functioned as·a catalyst for program operation.
The introduction of the program evaluation to the teachers and
the experience of the monitoring interviews provided the Community
Team with another means of explaining and reinforcing their proposed
model of service delivery through an additional
external to the collaboration relationship.

res~urce,

which was

Teachers were provided

with an additional opportunity to question the Community Team procedure, clarify terminology and express opinions.
Collaboration Discrepancies
The information which was collected and submitted to the Community Team in the form of periodic reports was data compiled on the
collaboration Discrepancy Inventory.

The information was collected

and reported to Community Team members on an individual basis because
the information about perceptual disparities was intended to be useful in enhancing particular collaboration

~elationships.

The frequency of collaboration di.screpanci_es illustrated in
Table V shows that at the beginning of the monitoring the disparities
were fairly evenly spread among the functions selected for reporting.
Over time discrepancies gradually decrease and all but disappear in

~:..~.:;:

._
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TABLE IV
FREQUENCY OF MONITORING DISCREPANCIES
BY PROCEDURE

I

January
·· 1:

Make observations~

2:

Meet witn teacher.

3: Gather additional infoi:mation.

16

4: Decision to write pf.an-.

11

May

2

I

5: Write problem statement.

6

6: Write statement. w.ith, teache~

5 .

7: Develop plan.
8:
9:

1

4

Use problem statement aa base for plan
development.

1

4

DeYelop plan with: teacher.

1

4

1

4

1

4

10 a:

State objectiveg in the plan.

b: State methods Jn the plan.
c:

State ·benchmai:k- in the pla.a.

1

5

d:

State delineated ::ces-ponsi:bility in the plan •

1

5

11:

Provide services: t!<J· ahildren.

12:

Provision of serv.i:c.e by Community Team.

13:

Provision of services by teacher.

14:

Meet with teacher tD eva.lllate plan.

14 a:

-.

March

Review benchmarks- with teacher.

b:

Establish ·new benchmarks.

c:

Establislt new. b:cnchmarks with the teacher.

f

2

I
1

1
2

TOTAL

35

45

4

l\1umber of Cases Involved

21

7

4

·!
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the Goal III objectives of technique sharing and milieu discussion.
Discrepancy frequency in the area of service provision does not show
any decrease, however these discrepancies were characterized by very
slight variations in the description of the services provided.
TABLE V
,FREQUENCY OF COLLABORATION DISCREPANCIES
r;

January

March

IO

May
· 10

Service Provision

4

Sha.ring Techniques

2

Physical Milieu

2

1

Social Milieu

z

3

1

Total

10

14

11

One possible explanation for collaboratiqn discrepancies which
emerged during one of the

~eports

made to the Community Team was that

Community Team members were under-estimating their provision of the
collaboratives functions described.in the objectives in· relation to
service provision reported by teacher.

In order to check the extent

of this under reporting, a frequency table was compiled comparing the
number of instances that Community Team members under reported services, over-reported or were uncertain.

Under reporting was counted

when a Community Team member stated that he or she had not

pro~ided

the collaborative service while their respective teacher-partner reported that they had.

Over-reporting was counted when the Community

Team member responded that he or she had provided the ·services .and
the teacher reported that the Community Team member had not.

..

~

The
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incide·nce of the Community Team member being uncertain was taken from
the number of times the Community Team member· responded "Don't Know"
to the monitoring question.
As noted in Table VI the frequency in all areas decreased over
time.

TABLE VI
FREQUENCY OF COMMUNITY TEAM MEMBER UNDER-REPORTING
PROVISION OF COLLABORATIVE SERVI~ES
I

January

-

Community Team Member
UnC;ler-reporting

. I

March

5

8

Community Team Member
Over-reporting

4

1

Community Team Member
Not Sure

1

1

. Different Services Reported

10

Total

May
2

4

9

14

11

The incidence of Community Team under reporting in January
accounts for five out of ten recorded discrepancies for that month.
In March, over reporting accounted for eight out of fourteen reports
and in May, only two out of eleven.
The effect and,usefulness of the collaboration discrepancy information is difficult to discuss

s~nce

it deals with an essentially

personal and subjective realm of interpersonal communication between

two individual professionals.

That Community Team members utilized .

the discrepancy information periodically reported to them can be

~n-

ferred from the evidence of decreased discrepancies in certain areas.
This possibility is only a supposition and cannot be stated conclusively.

(
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During Community Team meetings, when the collaboration discrepancy information was reported there were a couple of instances when
the information instigated adiscussion of possible restructuring and
renegotiating of expectations, within particular collaboration relationships.

There was at least one instance where attitudinal dif-

f erences between Community Team member and teacher were clarified and

although neither member of the collaboration changed' their fundamental
views, they did not feel that this was required for them to continue
to work together effectively.

In addition to providing Community

'

Team members with a perception check, this redefinition of divergent
expectations is an important way that collaboration discrepancy information can be used in the development of collaborative interaction.
Logistical Difficulties
Allusion has been made throughout the monitoring narrative
the difficulties encountered by the time lag

b~tween

t~

the monitoring

interview of the teacher and that of the respective Community Team
member.

Every attempt was made to schedule corresponding interviews

as closely together as possible but sometimes, as much time as a full
week would separate the two.interviews.

The amount of information

shared between teacher and Community Team member during this interval
could greatly alter the frequency of discrepancies reported at any
fixed point in time .
. This time lapse is almost unavoidable but the· information
should be scanned and interpreted with an awareness of this situation.
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PEER INTERACTION INVENTORY
The observational technique was developed for the purpose of
collecting information in relation to the Community Team's prioritized
objective of encouraging and promoting cooperative activities among
children.

The Community Team members wanted to learn if there would

be an increase in cooperative behavior among children in classrooms

..

over a period of time.

The Peer Interaction Inventory was

~ot

in-

tended to provide a pre-test post-test measure but offers information
about the relative frequency and nature· of peer interactions.

Compil-

ations of frequency counts indicate that in the three classrooms used
in the sample, non interaction among children is consistently the
.most common behavior.

Relative to the high incidence of non inter-

action, cooperation, as defined for purposes of coding, did not occur
very of ten.
Agreement Rate
In assessing the findings of the Peer Interaction Inventory the
rate of agreement between the two observers must ·be considered.

In

tallying the overall number of behaviors observed and agreed upon,
the rate of agreement was 79.5 per cent.

This percentage was based

on tallying all of the behavior categories.
A second agreement rate was calculated, eliminating the

categ~ry

of Non Interactive behavior because of the.disproportionately high
frequency of this behavior and the relative ease in recognizing and
recording non interaction.

The rate of agreement among the other be-

havior categories, discounting Non Interactive, was 26.4 per cent.
This low. agreement between two observers raises serious questions

.-.
I'
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about the usefulness of this instrument to precisely measure specific
behaviors in the classroom.

. !i

However, the instrument does provide some

interesting indicators of the nature of classroom peer interaction.
Frequency Rates
In viewing basic frequency counts, the most common behavior
which occurred was in the Non Interactive category, that is, children
engaged in an independent or isolated activity, not interacting with
either a peer or an authority in the classroom.

The incidence of non

interactive behavior was much higher than the incidence of any other
single

be~avior

category in all classrooms observed.

The difference

between frequency in the non interactive category and the second most
common behavior varied among classrooms.

(See Table VII.}

TABLE VII
FREQUENCY OF OBSERVED INTERACTIONS
Classroom 1

Classroom 3

Classroom 2

VERBAL 1

3

2

1

PHYSICAL 1

2

1

5

VERBAL 2

0

0

4

PHYSICAL 2

2

0

0

50

33

76

DOMINANT

3

0

. 3

SUBMISSIVE

3.

0

1

NO RESPONSE

2

0

2

COMPETING RESPONSE

5

0

42

107

27

358 .

336

360

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS:

480

478

478

TOTAL INTERACTIONS:

240

239

239

COOPERATIVE

INTERACTIVE.
NON INTERACTIVE

,

1

,r

/
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The number of non interactive occurrences was relatively the
same in all .classrooms.

Although the Non Interactive frequency rate

was slightly down in Classroom. 2, compared to the other classrooms,
the difference between the highest frequency of Non Interactive behavior in a -classroom, which was in Classroom 3, and the lowest frequency of Non Interactive behavior, which was in Classroom 2, was
only twenty four behavior counts out of 478 total possible observed
behaviors.

Regardless of variations which naturally characterize dif-

ferent classroom environments and which appear in the Cooperative and
Interactive ~ategories, p~er non interaction remained consistently
high.
The second and third most common behaviors fell into two categories which are the same.for all three classrooms:
Interactive.

Cooperative and

Cooperative behavior was defined, for the purposes of

the Peer Interaction Inventory, as equal participation in activity or
conservation.

Interactive behavior was determined to be an additional

peer interaction; additional to those. specified in the Peer Interaction
Inventory categories, anq was also to include interactions between
child and an authority.
In Classroom 1, the second most common behavior observed was
Cooperative and the third most common behavior was Interactive.

Also,

iri Classroom 3, Cooperative was the second, and Interactive the third

most common behavior.

Although Classroom 1 and 3 were

~imilar

in that

Cooperative ranked second and Interactive third in both of their frequency counts, Classroom 3 had

~

much wider difference betwee·n fre-

quency of Cooperative behavior, the more.common behavior of the two,
and Interactive behavior.
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Classroom 2, however represents a reversal in the frequency of
these two behavior categories.

In Classroom 2, Interactive was the

second most common behavior recorded, and the Cooperative category
was the third most common interaction.
Percentages

In reporting percentages, only the three major categories of
behavior observed, Cooperative, Interactive and Non Interactive, are
presented.

TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED INTERACTIONS
Classroom 1

Classroom 2

Classroom 3

COOPERATIVE

10.4

6.9

15. 9

INTERACTIVE

s.s

22.4

s. 7

74.6

70.3

75.3

6.2

.4

3.1

NON INTERACTIVE

ALL OTHER INTERACTIONS

1003

100%

TOTAL

100%

These percentages are based on the tallied frequencies of total
possible observed interactions.

The total possible observations, as

noted under Table I differ slightly between the three classrooms.

In

both classroom 2 and 3, an interaction was missed because the observer's view was blocked or the

ch~ld

left the room.

This fact tends to

'Slightly skew the percentage reported.
Ratios
To facilitate the Community Team's stated interest in comparing
the amount of cooperative behavior amongst children in the classroom
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with other types of interaction, ratios were established based on the
three major behavior categories.

All ratios were calculated based on

total possible observed interactions.
The first set of ratios combines the two interactive categories
of Cooperative and Interactive and compares them, as a unit, to the
Non Interactive category.

The ratios of interactive (Cooperative/

Interactive) behavior to non interactive behavior, by classroom are
stated in the following table:
TABLE IX
RATIO OF INTERACTIVE:
Classroom 1.
I : 3..9

NON INTERACTIVE BEHAVIORS

Clas.Rroorn .2

11.: 2.4

Classroom 3

. .J

:I:: 3.5

In Classroom 1, for every interactive behavior there were .almost four
non-interactive behaviors, in

Classroo~

2, the ratio was tbe lowest,

one to about two and a half and in Classroom 3, the ratio was one to
three and a half.
The second set of ratios singles out the Cooperative category
since this was the primary focus of the Community Teamrs request for
information about the nature of classroom peer interaction..
parison

~eflected

by the ratios in Table VII is between

and Non Interactive.

The com-

Coope~ative

Again, listed by classroom, the ratios are re-

corded as follows:

/

-~~---

l
.I
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TABLE X

~

RATIO OF COOPERATIVE:

Cl.rumr.oam 2

Classroom 1

l

1: 7.2

NON INTERACTIVE BEHAVIORS

I

l :: il0.2

t::l.a.mrroom 3

:1

1·: 4. 7

l

In Classroom 1, for every cooperative interaction among children there
were over seven non interactive intervals.

In Classroom 2, the ratio

was the highest; for every cooperative behavior there were over ten
non interactive counts.

In

Classroom 3, where the ratio was.the lowest

for every cooperative interaction approximately four and a half non
interactive intervals.
The ratios

illustr~te

the low incidence of cooperative activities

among children in their classrooms, especially as compared to the
amount of time they spend in either independent or isolated activity.
Discu?sion of the Instrument
Before drawing any conclusions from the report of the classroom
observations, it is necessary to briefly ennumerate the logistical
obstacles and

co~ceptual

difficulties encountered in the attempt to

provide reliable and valid information about cooperation in the classroom.

An explanation of these obstacles will be helpful in evaluating

the findings and in clarifying the reasons for a low agreement rate.
Logistical Obstacles:

The synchronizing of the two separate

tape recorders used during the observation was a difficulty early in
the observation period.

At certain point$, in the middle of a ten

minute observation of a particular child, the tapes were one to two
seconds off.

__ ........:-

......

This amount of time becomes critical during a fifteen

l
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second interval and can, in part, account for the low agreement rate.
Another logistical difficulty encountered was the impossibility
of the observers' to hear many of the verbal exchanges between children.

This was due to the tape

record~r

earphones, the observers'

inability to move freely and easily around the room and the level of
distracting sounds in a normal classroom atmosphere.
coding

Although the

stressed behavioral determinations, the ability

i~structions

to hear conversations would have aided the observers in their attempt
to make a judgement about the nature of the interaction observed.
Had the observers been able to hear more of what the children were
saying, the variety of action recorded would probably have been
greater.

This is an unfortunate loss of important information but

the requirements of this particular observation technique and observations in general make the problem of hearing very complicated.
One Community Team member expressed disappointment at the inability to hear verbal exchanges between children, feeling certain,
based on experiences with children in the classroom that

a gr.eater

variety of action was occurring than was reflected by the Peer Interaction Inventory.

This ma_Y very well be true but the observational

instrument was designed to count behaviors and another technique
would be used if verbal interactions are of

pri~e

importance.

While

hearing difficulty was a problem in terms of information loss, seeing
·all interactions was also occasionally awkward.

The child

bein~

tracked would move behind a group of children and be temporarily
blocked from the observers' view.

In a couple of instances, a child

actually left the room either to go to the restroom or to a special
activity period held

-~.:;;~

outsid~

of the classroom.
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In one of the classrooms, Classroom 2, on the day observations
were made, about half of the children were absent due to illness.

In

this situation the children's awareness of observers' presence was
very high.

It is impossible to determine, to what extent, if any,

the children's awareness of observers effected their behavior.

For.

the most part, children in this classroom sat at their desks, in isolat~d,

non-interaction with peers, staring at the observers.
There was some awareness of observers' presence in the other

classrooms but not to any degree of interference.

Children in the

other two classrooms made note of the observers and after a few
seconds returned to their normal activity.
Another major obstacle existed within the Interactive category
where no distinction was made between "other" peer interactions and
the interactions between a child and the teacher.

From the observa-

tions it is known that a large proportion of the behaviors recorded
under Interactive were interactions with the teacher but this is only
based on the experience of the observation and not documented evidence.
Since the instrument was purposefully designed without a separate distinction for child/authority exch~nges, no conclusive information was
collected regarding the amount or the nature of the interaction between child·and teacher.
The over-riding logistical obstacle; which has been noted on
the description of the Peer Interaction Inventory development process,
was the time required in selecting and revising. an obse·rvational instrument.

The reasons for this time consumption are many and varied

but the resulting

d~lay

of the initial observation, finally made in

Feb.ruary, excluded the possibility of a pre and post test measure.
. I

-

,.,.

..................

I
I

I!
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In order to provide the Community Team with some indication of increase
or decrease in the frequency of peer cooperation over time, the initial
observation should have been made early in the school year, even before
the Community Team entered their assigned classrooms.

The lack of post-

test measure further limits the validity of the information.
Conceptual Difficulties:
ficul~ies

were

In addition to the purely practical dif-

of seeing, hearing and timing, there were some obstacles that

~articular

to this observation instrument and to the values and

beliefs of the Community Team staff for wh6m the instrµment was tailored.
The instrument was researched and developed within the guidelines
of the Community Team's goals and objectives.

The observers were very

conscious of the Community Team·' s values, perhaps to the extent of
being overly cautious when making a judgement about the nature of an
interaction.
This caution could have been partially related to, and intensified by, the imprecise definitions developed for coding behaviors.

The

definitions reflect the Community Team members belief in the avoidance
of labels for children and a liberal consideration of a term such as
aggression •. The Community Team was very clear that an aggressive behavior could be considered either positively or

negativ~ly,

depending

on the context ·and could cite examples of aggressive behavior which
were appropriate and those which were inappropriate.

Their criteria

for assessment seemed to be a sense of fairness, which was naturally
subjective and situational.

Being unable to decide on a definition of

fairness, the Community Team left coding determinations up to the subjective judgements of the observers.

Usin~

such intangible elements

as a basis for measurement and attempting to reflect a clearly articu/
,,.,,.~:~.
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lated, but.difficult to operationalize belief system, made the problem
of precise coding a double edged sword for the observers.
Perhaps the greates_t difficulty encountered in the development
of the Peer Interaction
operationalizing terms.

Invento~y

was the difficulty of defining and

During the prioritizing of objectives, when

the Community Team selected cooperation as their major interest regarding peer behavior within the milieu of the classroom, there was
no objective definition of cooperation utilized by the staff.

At

that particu"iar stage of the process, the staff viewed cooperation
as a symbolic term, somehow encompassing their overall purpose and
intent.

They were not thinking of cooperation in behavioral or opera-

tional terms, but in a larger sense, reflective of their goal.

Later,

when cooperation was defined and operationalized as "equal participation in activity", the process of operationalizing cooperation essent~ally

changed the conceptual definition, which was the one the Com-

munity Team had selected as their priority.
The Community Team never actually prioritized cooperation as
defined in the Peer Interaction Inventory def·initions.
tiz~d

a broader conceptual definition of cooperation.

They prioriThe findings

of the observation, in being reported to the Connnunity Team and in
being utilized, to whatever extent possible, in future program planning must be considered with an awareness of two definitions of the
term cooperation.
Coding Difficulties:

Another major variable to be considered

in evaluating the instrument and the findings was the confusion surrounding the coding-instructions.
of the instructions.

.,

-·

The confusion centered around two

The first one, number.3, deals with a situation
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involving doubt about whether or not the child is interacting.
Number .3. Unless the child manifests a behavioral reaction,
such as asking a question or following a specific instruction,
score listening to teacher as Non Interactive. If there is
·some doubt, Non Interactive takes precedence.
Although the emphasis was on a behavioral determinant for non
interactive behavior, observer drift and the highly subjective nature
of assessing interaction, account for an inconsistent approach to the·
recording between the Non Interactive and the Interactive category.
The intent of the instruction was to clarify coding procedures for
the observer.

The result was that of creating shades of grey render-

ing judgement more difficult.
Timing in this instance again, became critical.

For example,

a child could be sitting still, exhibiting no interactive behavior,
assumedly listening·to the teacher's instructions for thirteen of the
fifteen second interval and at the fourteenth or fifteenth second, make
a move which required a decision about whether the child was following
instructions, which would be counted as interaction with authority, or
merely a behavior which was essentially not an interaction.

Although

the ins~ructions for coding indicate that any. doubt suggests a non
interactive count, the basis for doubt varies considerably from one
observer to another.
~igorous,

Had the training period

be~n

more extensive and

it is conceivable that some degree of precision.between ob-

servers could have been achieved in this area.
The instruction to give the Non Interactive category precedence
in situations involving doubt further complicates the process of analyzing the data collected.

There is no way of determining, aside from

observer approximation, how much of the behavior recorded under Non

.,.,·""

r--_-_ __

L
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Interactive can be attributed to doubt situations.

This somewhat con-

taminates the Non Interactive count.
The problem with instruction 7 is related to the confusion involving the timing of a child's behavior.
Number 7. Record the "last scoreable response". ("scoreable"
is the key word.· R~cord the last completed, understandable
behavior.)
The intent of "last scoreable response" was to account for the anticipated problem of a child beginning a behavior at
fif te~n second interval.
plete

behavio~

~he

very end of the

The instruction indicated that the last com-

which could be understood and described, should be the

fourteenth or fifteenth

seco~d,

but had not been completed, should be

discounted and the behavior exhibited in the previous seconds should
take precedence.

Again, timing and lack of trained precision added

to the existing confusion inherent in the requirement for split second
decision-making.
Training of Observers:

One other factor which probably effected

the low agreement rate was the shortness of the time the observers had
to practice the observation instrument before beginning the actual
observations.
the imprecise

It is possible that much of the confusion created by
definition~

and the complicated coding instructions could

have been lessened had there been a greater opportunity for more extensive training of observe-rs and refining of the. technique.

Resources

to support the observation were, however, limited and the training of

.I

observers was very brief.

·I

To what extent refinement of the instrument

would be possible, given adequate time, is a matter of conjecture.

I

L

/

'
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TEACHER

ATTI~UDE

The questionnaire·provides an

QUESTIONNAIRE .
indicati~n

of how the Community

Team program was perceived and accepted by the.teachers at Gregory
Heights Elementary School.

In reporting the responses to the ques-

tionnaire, frequency tables, which can be easily read due to the small
number of respondents, will be utilized.
Awareness of Methods
Generally, there seemed to be a full awareness of intervention
methodologies utilized by the Community Team at Gregory Heights

a~ong

non-participating teachers. as well as those involved in the program.
Every respondent was aware of one to one work with an individual
child.

Among non-participating teachers there was slightly less

awareness of some of the indirect intervention

~ethods,

notably work

with school administration and collaboration regarding physical milieu
of the classroom.
One· participating teacher noted an additional method utilized
by Community Team not on the list in the

questionnaire~

the use of

video tape in working with children, which the file verifies was used
frequently.
Most Important Methods
All respondents were asked to select the four methods they con-

sidered most important for the Community Team to continue.

They were

not .limited to ·the categories listed but could make suggestions and
include in their

prioritie~.

Among participating teachers the most frequent method.s mentioned

/~

I__.,,-. -

:..
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TABLE XI
AWARENESS OF INTERVENTION METHODS

Participating NonParticipating
Teachers
Teachers

Principal

Total

One to one work with
individual child in class.

4

3

1

8

One to one work with
individual child out of class.

3

3

1

7

3

3

1

7

Small group work with children
out of class.

3

2

1

6

Wo:t:k with parents.

4

2

1 '

7

Work with school administration.

3

1

1

5.

4

3

1

8

Collaboration with teacher
re: all children.

3

2

1

6

Collaboration re: how
class structured.

3

1

1

5

Small group work with children
in class.

Col.la.boration with teacher

re: child.

were one to one work with individual child in class and work with
parents.

Non participating teachers favored small group work in the

classroom and collaboration with the teacher regarding the social
milieu.

The principal cited small group work, parent contact and

collaboration about some of the children, as most important intervention strategies.
Generally, the respondents views of most
to be continued relate to their

awaren~ss

impo~tant

functions

of methodologies currently

utilized by the Community Team.
Respondents were then asked to state why they
the methods they had.
t.

,_..
/,,

,·

h~d

prioritized

Teachers tended to express concern for expanded

opportunities and information for children, parents and teachers and
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TABLE XII
MOST IMPORTANT METHODS TO BE CONTINUED

Participating NonParticipating
Teacher
Teachers
One to one work with individual
child in class.

3

One to one work with individual
child out of cl.ass.

i

Small group in cl.ass.

2

Small group out of class.

2

· •small group including all
-children.

1

Principal

4

1

1

2

1

5

1

3

,

· •work with whole cl.ass.

1

1

Work with parents.

3

1

Collaboration with teacher
re: child.

1

Collaboration with teacher
re: class.

1

1

2
. 1

5
1

1

Work with ~dministration.

Total

1

2

3

*lnf.ormation and referral

1

1

*Magic circle.

1

1

•collaboration: re: some children
1n the classroom.

1

1

*Added categories.

stressed the enrichment aspect of providing .some children with special
attention, allowing added opportunity for children to work in small
groups and emphasizing the teacher's limitations to provide all experiences and support services needed.

Both participating and non-par-

ticipating teachers expressed opinions of this nature.
The principal's stated reason for seiecting the methods he had
was that·, in his view·, they have the greatest likelihood of producing
the most behavior

,;?"

f -"-

cha~ge

for the least amount of time and effort
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extended.

With the exception of the administrator's selection of

collaboration and the teachers', especially the participating teacher's
mention of individual casework, the priorities of teachers and principal are the same.

The difference in rationale, however, is noteworthy.

Teachers articulated concern was with teacher's limitations, while
the administrator supports priority determinations in terms of ef f ectiveness considerations.
Most Effective Community Team Approach
One final question was asked regarding staff opinion of the
most effective Community Team approach.

The questionnaire listed a

range of four selections and respondents could only check one.
TABLE XIII
MOST EFFECTIVE APPROACH

Participating
Teachers

NonParticipating
Teachers

Principal

Total

One t:hild at a time,.
Small .group of children
1outside classroom.

:A cltild nr a few within normal
;ro.utine of classroom.

'

1

4

Woxk-incUrettly., .assisting
l:eacher's wo:rk with children.
,.Other: ;depenrls on situation.

1

1

l

1

1

•Otbex: .depends on child's needs.

5

1

"'.:A:dded tra:te.goties..
The ·1.response of the participating teachers was unanimous and relates to their previously stated

p~iorities

regarding direct interven-

tion to children which are one to one work individual child and small

r

( _.,,..- .
. ·--
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group work in the classroom.
non-par~icipating

There was no pattern to responses among

teachers.

Concepti.on of Community Team Role
Two questions were asked with the intent of assessing the staff
views of the Community Team member's function in the classroom and
manner of relating services to and/or through the teacher.
The first question was.designed to deduce perceived function
and respondents could only check one in a range of five choices.
TABLE XIV.
PERCEIVED COMMUNITY TEAM FUNCTION
IN CLASSROOM

Participating NonParticipating
Teacher
Teacher
Resource person for
the classroom.

,I

l
Principal

2

1

1

Total

An intruder from outside
the school.
.An assistant to the teacher.

1

1

A disruption to class routine.

.A friend for the children.

3

2

.

2

1
2

Teachers participating in the Community Team program seem to be
more impressed with the provision of services to

childr~n

and the

classroom than non-participating teachers who conceive of the Community Team member providing support services to the ·teacher.
The question regarding the manner in which the Community Team
member relates to the teacher (principal) presented a range of. three
choices and there was no limit on the choices respondents could check.

·.*
,?'

~
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TABLE XV
TEACHER PERCEPTION OF ROLE IN RELATION
TO COMMUNITY TEAM
Participating
Teachers
A recipient of
special services.

3

Partner/peer.

4

An expert re: children's
school difficulties.
Other: does not apply.

NonPa rticipa.ting
Teacher

Principal

Total

3
1

1

6

1

l

1

1

The participating teachers have a strong sense of collaboration
and awareness of rece.iying services, while non-participating teachers
. express no collective agreement, which could be largely due to lack
of exposure.

The principal views the program as collaborative.

Probe on Collaborative Process
·Because the method of collaboration is so critical to the Community Team's service strategy, two questions were designed to verify
information about staff's feeling of accessibility to Community Team
members and of the approach characterizing an equal sharing in decision-making.
In questipning access, respondents were asked if they felt free
to share questions and concerns about children's social-emotional
characteristics with a Community Team member.
mously

y~s.

The response was unani-

Only one other question in the attitude survey received

a unanimous response rate.
The question concerning collaboration was presented as a range
and respondents

_..
!~

: -=...:___

co~ld

o.nly select one of the choices.

There was total
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agreement among participating teachers, supported by the principal's
response but apparent confusion among non-participating teachers·,
probably due to lack of experience with the program.

TABLE XVI
BEST DESCRIPTION OF COMMUNITY TEAM APPROACH

Participating NonParticipating
Teacher
Teacher

Principal

Total

Gives directions to teacher.
Persuades teacher to
follow advise.
Collaborates

l

4

Operates independently
of teacher.

6

1
r

·2.

2

Other: don't know.·

Positive Contributions
When asked, to which relationships and in what ways, staff perceive Community Team as making a positive contribution, what emerged
from the response of the participating teachers was an emphasis on the
relationships amongst children and teachers and between child and teacher.

Specific examples of positive contributions grouped around

three concepts, reinforcement for children and for teacher, a resource
for both, but primarily for the teacher and reassurance for the ·teacher
and amongst teachers.
Non-participating teachers and the principal tended to stress
the view.of the Community Team member

~s

a resource person.

Responses from participating teachers and principal included at
least-one mention in every reiationship

·category~

while non-participat-

ing teachers checked every relationship except one, between

/'

pare~t

and
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teacher, which could be accounted to lack of information and/or experience with the program.
Negative Contributions
The same categories of relationships were presented to the respondents with the question of what, if- any, negative effect was due to Community Team intervention.
The participating teachers, unlike the non-participants, could be
specific about their concern that children not identified within the
Community Team program felt neglected and do not have equal access to
the extra attention offered by the Connnunity Team member.
four participating teachers noted this

eff~ct;

Two of the

I
I
I

Another negative effect

stated, was that of children sometimes receiving more .attention than
was appropriate 'to their need.

All teachers who mentioned this draw-

back had a sense that too much attention had the effect of reinforcing
acting-out behavior in children.
Two out of the three non-participating teachers stated that they
thought there was a

nega~ive

effect but couldn't be specific.

The prin-

cipal was not aware of any negative contribution to relationships due to
Community Team methods.
Benefits to. Children and Teacher
In an attempt at getting more specific information about staff
perceptions of Community Team program c9ntributions, respondents were
asked to list particular benefits they felt·they and/or the children had
received from the Community

I

Team~

.Listings in response to this question support information previously acquired.· . This question is probably. redundant and need not be ·

11"".

L
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included in the questionnaire.

Respondents noted such specific benefits

as having a positive relationship with a caring adult, increased selfesteem and broadened opportunities for interaction, as benefits for
children.

For teachers, respondents noted that the Community Team mem-

ber offered an additional resource and a new perspective into the child's
family life.
A question which was asked later but is related to perceived benefits was whether or not teachers felt better prepared to deal with social-emotional difficulties, which arise in the classroom, as a result
of their involvement with Community Team program.

All participating

teachers responded to this question in the affirmative, while all others
responded that the question did not apply to their experience.
Time Consumption and Allotment
Recognizing the perennial problem of constraints on

teacher~s

time

respondents were asked to approximate how much additional time they felt
was required to work with the Community Team program •. Most_agreed that
slightly more work was required, however one participating teacher felt
that a great deal of additional work was required.

TABLE XVII
HOW MUCH MORE WORK REQUIRED BY COMMUNITY TEAM
... . . . --· ... - --··-

---Participating
Teachers

A great deal more.

1

Sl~ghtly

3

more.

-

~

NonParticipating
Teac_hers

Principal

Total.
.1

1

5

1

Same amount.
Other.
Does not apply.

2

2
I

-- -

':.

-
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The next question had to do with recommendations for restructuring time among various Conununity Team program functions.

These func-

tions were enumerated and under each listing a range of options were
included:

should be more extensive, ·should be less extensive, it is

not necessary.

If respondents felt that the time alloted to a particu-

lar function was appropriate and should be kept at .the same level the
function was not checked.
Among non-participating teachers there was no area· of agreement
about changes in time allotment.

There were, however, five areas which

all non-participating teachers considered should be kept at the current
level.

These areas are:

1) periodic evaluations of child's progress,

2) discussions about how all children in the classroom interact, 3) the
implementation of techniques and strategies suggested by Community Team
member, 4) monitoring
with

pare~ts

a~d

program evaluation interviews and 5) working

regarding things discussed with the Community Team.

All four participating teachers agreed that the implementation of
techniques· and strategies suggested by the Community· Team member should
receive the same amount of time in the future.

They also agreed on

maintaining collaboration time with Community Team in defining dif ficulties a child is experiencing at the same level.
In these areas, two out of four
should be time restructuring.

pa~ticipating

teachers felt there

The provision of services to children

which was required in the intervention plans and the discussion of social milieu were considered to be functions where time spent could be
more extensive.

One area which two out of the four participating teach-

ers agreed could be less extensive was moi:iitoring and program evaluation
interviews.

--

--~

I

I.
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In all other categories, only one respondent indicated change was
req~ired.

The principal's response was that all functions ideally, could be
more extensive and noted that setting aside a particular meeting for
the teacher and Community Team member to plan during a regular school
schedule was a highly desireable measure.
Concentrating on the response of participating teachers, there is
very little guidance for future time redistribution based on the lack
of general agreement about extensive change.

The strongest indications

from participating teachers is that diagnostic collaboration time and
the. time spent in the implementation of techniques suggested by Community Team should remain the same.

Areas to be considered for expansion

are service provision and collaboration regarding social milieu.
to be considered are ways to cut back on the time required by

Also,

~onitor-

ing and program evaluation iµterviews.
Level of Program Continuance
A general question asked about whether the Community Team program
should be expanded, kept at the same level or cut back.

No one thought

the program should be lessened but there were qualifications to respouses that the program be expanded.

~

J

-=-~.
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TABLE XVIII
AT WHAT LEVEL SHOULD PROGRAM BE CONTINUED?

Participating NonParticipating
Teachers
Teachers
Expanded.

2

2

Kept at same level.

2

1

Principal

Total

5

1

3

;Cutback.
~.

,

. I'
I

One non-participating teacher included in her response that the
program be expanded, but handled differently.
One participating teacher indicated that the time generally should
be expanded, especially the frequency of time.spent with the children.
Qpinions of Mental Health Strategies
Three questions were asked concerning mental helath and educational concepts of classroom interventions.

The first question related to

responde~ts' views of mainstreaming children· who have been identified as

requiring social-emotional support, within a typical classroom setting
by providing them with additional services, such as those offered by the
Community Team.

r

..,,..-
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TABLE XIX
TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD CHILDREN REMAIN IN CLASSROOM
PROVIDED WITH SPECIAL SUPPORT.SERVICES?

Participating Nori.Pa rticipa.ting
Teacher
Teacher

.Almost always.

1

Quite often.

2

.very infrequently.

1

Principal

1

2
1

.

Don"t know.
:respon~e.

The response,

3
1

.Almost never.

No

Total

illus~rated

1

1

1

1

in Table XIX indicates a tendency, es-

pecially among participating teachers and principal, to favor this approach.
The second question dealt with the extent to which. staff felt
that children who will experience serious social-emotional difficulties
in school can be identified in their first three years at school.

As

reflected in Table XX, ·respondants feel early identification is highly
possible.
TABLE XX
TO WHAT EXTENT IS EARLY IDENTIFICATION POSSIBLE?
Participating
Teacher
Almost always.

3

Quite often.

l

NonParticipating
Teacher

Principal

3

6

2

1

Very infrequently.
Almost never.
Do~'t

know.

No response •.
......

....' ~ ......--+

,..,

Total

I
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The third question was about the potential effectiveness of Community Team methodologies as preventive.

When asked to what extent they

considered the Community Team approach would be able to prevent children
from experiencing serious social-emotional difficulties, respondents indicated --no pattern of agreement.

TABLE XX!

..l;

TO WHAT EXTENT CAN COMMUNITY TEAM
METHODS EFFECT PREVENTION?

Participating NonParticipating
Teacher
Teacher
Almost always.

1

1

Quite often.

·I

. Very infrequently.

Total
2

1

2

2

2

.

Almost never.
Doµ't know.

Principal

. 1

1 (sometimes)

No response.

1

1

In all three questions, a range of choices was presented and respondents could only check one.
Effect of Discrepancy in Educational Philosophy
Teachers were asked whether or not they thought a teacher and a
.

.

Community Team member could work together effectively if they had differing philosophies of education.

The intent of this question.was to

I

acquire guidance in the future attempts of Community Team members to develop successful collaborative relationships with educators.

The re-

sponse, indicated in Table XXII reflects.no consensus among respondents •

-.

,.----

.
I
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TABLE XXII
CAN COMMUNITY TEAM MEMBER AND TEACHER WITH DIFFERING
PHILOSOPHIES WORK TOGETHER EFFECTIVELY?

Participating NonParticipating
Teachers
Teachers
Yes

1

1

No

1

2

Don't know

Principal

Total

1

3

3

.2

2

When questioned if, in their opinion, they shared the same philosophy of education as the Community member with whom they worked, all
four participating teachers responded affirmatively,' although one teacher qualified the affirmative response by adding that in some cases there
were discrepancies.
adding that an

The principal clariried his affirmative response by

effecti~e

working relationship can only be accomplished

if differing opinions are clarified in discussion.and included in planning intervention strategies.
School Responsibility for Social-Emotional Support
The second of only two questions which received a unanimous response was whether or not respondents thought it was the responsibility
of the school to be concerned about children's social and emotional ex-

i

-,
~

perience.

All teachers and the principal

agre~d

that it was the

school·' s responsibility.
Curriculum Content

A series of questions was asked relating to whether or not schools
should include social and emotional content within their curricular

,;;;:t"'"'

··-·
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program and what effect this might have on the academic content.
The staff was asked whether or not they thought schools could
teach social and emotional development.
the questionnaire.
the question.

"Teaching" was not defined in

All but one of the respondents answered "Yes" to

One respondent answered "Don't Know".

ed that ·the teaching of

.soc~al-emotional

The principal not-

content should be, at least

partially, indirect, as in role modeling.
When asked if social-emotional content should be part of the curriculum, respondents generally tended to favor the idea.

TABLE XXIII
SHOULD SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONTENT BE PART OF CURRICULUM?

Participating NonParticipating
Teachers
Teachers
Yes

3

2

No

I

.. 1

Principal
1

Total

6
2

Don't know

When questioned if they thought social-emotional curriculum would
have the effect of competing with academic content, all participating
teachers responded in the negative.

While the principal answered yes,

he qualified his response by stating that he did not believe that there
was any inherent conflict between academic and social-emotional curriculum but that often teachers would regard them as competitive.

,..,,.-

--

.
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TABLE XXIV
WOULD SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CURRICULUM COMPETE WITH .ACADEMIC PROGRAM?
Participating NonParticipating
Teachers
Teachers

Principal

Total

.

Yes
No

3

1

2

5

1

4

Don't know

,-- -·

. The next question was whether or not the staff thought that social\

emotional content would be

compl~mentary

to the academic curriculum.

Generally, respondents tended to think that it would be.

The principal

stated that this type of curricular structure would not be as desireable
as a more integrated approach, where social-emotional issues should be
dealt with as they arise and growth in the social-emotional area would
make possible and

fac~litate

academic growth.

TABLE XXV
WOULD SOCIAL EMOTIONAL CURRICULUM
COMPLEMENT ACADID-JIC PROGRAM?

~

Participating NonPa rticipating
Teachers
Teachers
Yes

3

No

1

Don't know

Principal

2

1

Total

6
1

1

1

Finally, respondents were questioned as to their thoughts about an
integrated curricular structure, with·a

soci~l-emotional

approach accom-

plished as an on-going continuum incorporated into the academic program.
The l'.esponse to this question was generally one of supporting the concept

_,.....
,J:,..,

-
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of integration.

TABLE XXVI
WOULD SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CURRICULUM BE
INTEGRATED WITH ACADEMIC PROGRAM?

Participating

NonPa rticipa ting

Teachers

Teachers

Yes

3

No

2

Principal

Total

6

1

1

Don't know

_,- - --------

1
1

1

-

Continuance of Program
The final question was asked directly, if in the opinion of the
respondent the Community Team program should be continued.
of the staff said that the program_should continue.

All but one

One non-partici-

pating teacher was uncertain •.

IDENTIFIED CHILDREN RATINGS
The purpose of collecting information on how participating teachers rated identified children was to ascertain if there was any change
in ratings at the end of the program year.

If this information is sys-

temically collected for children at. Gregory Heights Elementary School
for the next four years, it can provide one indicator of the effect of
early intervention to children requiring therapeutic approaches in the
classroom.
At the end of the school year there were twenty two identified
children remaining with the Community Team program.

Ratings for these

children were compiled and a comparison was made between their
-~~

,,,,,..,,.
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in October and June.

Connnunity Team members were interested in finding

out if there had been any change in how identified children were rated
by their classroom teachers.
The categories stated in the frequency table below indicate whether
or not there was an increase or decrease in the child's rating.

An in-

crease in rating would signify that there was an extension of identified
difficulties which the child was experiencing in the classroom.

For ex-

ample, if the child was rated as 3 (likely to experience future learning
difficulties) in October and rated as 3D (likely to experience future
learning difficulties, disruptive) in June, the rating change would be
counted as an increase, with the exception ·of a 4 rating which designated
that the child

wa~

talented or gifted.

If the child was rated as a 3 in

October and as· a 2 (teacher uncertain about child's academic future) in
June, this change would be scored as a decrease.

If there was a change

in rating but the change did not indicate an increase or decrease; for
example, the child was rated 3D in October and 3W (likely to experience
future learning difficulties, withdrawn) in June, the rating would be
scored simply

a~

a change.
TABLE XXVII

FREQUENCY AND NATURE OF IDENTIFIED CHILDREN
RATING CHANGES DURING ONE YEAR
Change

No Change

1

9

-

Rating Increase

8

Rating Decrca se

I

. I

4

Total= 22

-

;:"" .
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As noted· in the table above, four out of the twenty two identified
children remaining in the Community Team program exhibited ratings which
signify improvement.

The eight identified children scored under Rating

Decrease reflect an expanded definition of difficulties experienced in
the classroom, as measured by this rating program.

,_: .:::·
~

-
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter indicates the conclusions which can be drawn from the
evaluative study and presents recommendations for further investigation
and program modifications.

The conclusions relate directly to the re-

ported results of the evaluation instruments and correspond to the Community Team's Goals and Objectives.
MONITORING
The objective of the.monitoring procedure was to provide formative
information.about the Community Team's delivery system.

With minor ex-

ceptions the program was produced at the quality level sought, services
were delivered and. used.

The exceptions noted in the findings point out

program areas which need some improvement.

Areas requiring .improvement

center around record-keeping, case reviews and policy development.
Improved record-keeping developed partially to fulfill requirements
of the program evaluation.

This area of programming should continue for

there are still gaps in the program files.

Accountability for the exist-

ence of an intervention plan in written form should be:formalized, as
should some assessment of the written problem statement.

Currently there

is no documentation to record the time and the reason a child becomes
non-identified.
Since there is no recorded incidence of reestablishing benchmarks,
periodic review of program cases should be contemplated.

Case reviews

could be conducted by cli~ical personnel of the Children's Psychiatric

_,;;-

,..~
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Day Treatment Center in cooperation with representatives from the school.
One question which should be addressed by Cotmnunity Team program
staff is whether children should receive services before, or in the absence of, an intervention plan.

This practice occurred within the pro-

gram operation and there is no program policy to explain this practice.

PEER INTERACTION INVENTORY
Based on the obstacles cited in the discussion in Chapter V and
the difficulties encountered in the operationalizing of the value system
of the Community Team, the Peer Interaction Inventory cannot be considered a reliable nor a valid measurement of cooperation in the classroom.
No conclusions can be stated except that there is a v.ery high degree
of non interaction

70 to 75 percent of all actions counted -- among

children in the classrooms observed and as measured by this instrument.
This high frequency is not weighted as being desireable or undesireable.
Within the context of a school morning academic program, the incidence
of non-interactive behavior· is considered appropriate behavior and in a
very broad sense, therefore,

cooper~tive.

As a systematic approach to collecting information, the Peer Interaction Inventory Report does provide indicators and raises questions
.which should be considered in future programming decisions.
Due to concerns the Community Team expressed about measuring teacher performance and the caution exercised in selecting an instrument
which did not violate the values of the Community Team program, the
servational technique was developed within

critical.l~mitations

seriously impair its eventual ef rectiveness.

- ...

__

-

,.~

ob~

which

Logistical o.bstacles en-

countered during the administration of the instrument, in addition to
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limited time and resources in development and implementation further
complicated the data collection.

Now.that these limitations have been

illustrated in the process of providing classroom interaction information, future planning can reconsider methodologies in an effort to design a more effective manner of collecting data in the classroom.
Further evaluative investigation needs to center around strong
outcome measures.

The Peer Interaction Inventory is not likely to pro-

vide what is required.

Many instruments found in the.classroom observa-

tional literature do provide useful techniques, however most of them inelude a measurement of teacher performance.

A program decision must be

made regarding the outcome measure selected in the future.

A:fiY technique

utilized which does not assess the teacher's impact on the milieu will
contain critical limitations.

Although program evaluation is concerned

with the assessment of Community Team program effectiveness, the impact
a teacher makes on a classroom environment suggests that the teacher
needs to be designated as a critical intervening variable in any classroom measurement.
To distinguish teacher behavior from other classroom interactions
does not imply judgement but merely more precise categories of data collection.

If the teacher's influence on classroom behavior is included

in future observation designs, careful attention would need to be given
to the uses of the information gathered.
TEACHER ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
The general conclusions. which can· be drawn from the· response to the
questionnaire are supportive of the Community Team's collaborative approach and suggest no major changes in the current structure of the
.~

~
~~
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Community Team delivery system.

Some interesting factors emerged how-

ever, which should be considered in programming. .
Probably the most important indicator for change considerations
came from the open-ended.question about negative effects due to Community Team intervention, especially since this was new information.
Teachers' concern regarding unequal access to Community Team amongst all
the children in the classroom and the feelings of exclusion from special
attention on the part of some children, not identified by the Community
Team program, reflect teacher sensitivity to the social milieu of the
classroom.

This sensi tivi ty for social milieu corresponds ·to the second

goal of the Community Team's program, to program optimal social and emotional growth for all children in the classroom.
w~ile

It would appear that

teachers and Community.Team members share the same _goal, in this

.regard the teacher has extended inf orniation because of the greater exposure to the classroom.
As evidenced in the response to questions regarding methodologies
and levels of intervention, there is high visability of Community Team
program in the school anq among primary grade level teachers there is at
least awareness, if not articulation of interrelated levels of service
delivery.

Accessibility to Community Team amongst staff is excellent;

all respondents felt free to share· their questions and concerns with a
Community Team member.
Teachers appear to be highly receptive and appreciative of the
I

collaborative style utilized by the Community Team.

Their frequent men-

tion of the contributions of reinforcement, reassurance and additional
resource are reflective of the co_llaborative relationship.

All respond-

ents who had an opinion of how to best describe the Community Team
·<"
.
...
,.........
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approach described it as collaborative; equal sharing with teacher in
important decision-making matters.
No aggreement about

res~ructuring

time allotments emerged from

the questionnaire, which could reflect a generalized satisfaction with
program structure or, could indicate that respondents had no clear ideas
about how to change the structure •
.In support of the concern about time restrictions, there are indicators of teachers' feelings of limitations in

th~ir

response to ques-

tions about priorities for the Cominunity Team to continue.

Teachers

tend to feel that the Community Team provides services to children, parents and teachers which are needed, but which teachers do not have the
time and other resources to provide adequately without additional support.
The response to· questions about including social-emotional cont.ent
in the school curriculum is non-conclusive although there is a slight
tendency towards

~avoring

inclusion, that it would not compete with, but

complement the academic program

~nd

that it could be accomplished as an

integrative process.
This technique proved very beneficial in providing information and
should be

cons~dered

as an integral part of the evaluation design.

It.is

time-consuming to administer in an interview format however, and alternative.methods of administration

~y

need to be contemplated.

One consideration which should be discussed is the idea of setting
aside a particular meeting time for
plan ·during the school day.

teac~er

and Community Team

This time·could be partially

membe~

utili~ed

to

by

the evaluator and could have the effect of minimizing time required to
conduct monitoring procedures.

As noted, in the findings the principal

considered this idea to be highly desireable.
~~

.....,...
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The Community Team should also consider the reported negative effeet of unequal attention towards particular children and discuss possible redistribution of time within the classroom milieu.
Time did not allow for administering the questionnaire to Commu-

·II
I

nity Team members.

This strategy is advisable and the information gath-

ered could be utilized in a number of ways including orientation of new
Community Team members, generating discussion of program philosophy and
goals and as a comparison to responses from the educational counterpart
of the program collaboration.
IDENTIFIED CHILDREN RATINGS
N~

conclusions can be drawn from the results of these ratings nor

were any expected. "..This data is intended for longitudinal study and
provides one very minimal indfcator of change in children identified
early in their academic careers as

r~quiring

social and emotional development.

·It represents one small step toward

therapeutic approaches to

a methodology for the evaluation of prevention.
In the future administration of this program evaluation, time
needs to be spent at the beginning of the school year, in discussing
the collection and recording mechanics of identified children

ratings~

The fornis developed by the evaluator during this study may prove useful
to school personnel who· are required to gather this information •

.~
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APPENDIX A
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAM OF COMMUNITY TEAM
Co.it I:

''ro (!c:n·lop, pl.tn for ;&nil ... upp«>1t posUh·t· c.:h.Hl~l.·, In d1tldrt.·n tckntlfktl
•.., nn:dt11~: ll.l·r.q)\·uth: .lppn ... 1d1c.:!i to :;oc.:l.&l l'mutlun.ll pr,>hlc.·mtt c.•).pt.:rknn·d.
ln tht: d.l"i~l'lkHll.
.
.
Ohjc.'\:tlV.l' I.

Tu m.&h• ohsc..•n-:&tlon!'l In tht· ·d.assroom, to mc•c.·t with the..·
d.as .. rt.kHll h:.1d1c.-l" anti to c:undu~t any atldttlon..&l lnto1·nt.•t·l,1n
~.1tht.·rln~ .h:tlv1tk:i.

Oh jc.·l·t I w '2.

To write.·'' prohlc.-m st;atcm<·~t In coll.1horatlon wlth lhc.· h.-.tt.:hc·r
frt>m thl.· pc:r~•P<'dlvc.• of lssuc.:s with whkh the c.:h!h.1 Is c:urrc:ntly
t!l-.1 llnt:.
·

Oh Jc.. <.:tl \'l' J.
0

l1sln~ prohlc..·m :->t.ltt·mc.·nt ;1s a ha Mc, to dc..·vt·!op Jn lnrc.·rvc.·ut fon
pl.an with flit: tt.·.1dwr, whkh st~ah:s ohJcCtlVl':i, mc.·thod!i and
lk·nc.·hm.1rt.s h• lw usc:d and lkllnl·.th:!i n ..·sJl<.>n:-iihtlity hl't\\Tt·i1

Community Tl'.lln nwm!M..·r Jntl thl.· h'.idtl' r.

Co.d II:

Ohjc.·crt vc.· 4,

To pro\'ldc the sc..•rvkc..·s to idcntl!ktl chllc.ln·n ~l!i cklhll'.th:d

Objc.·~t lvt· 5.

To nwct 1wriodk.1 lly with tc.·.tdtt.·r to c.•v-.i lu.itt.· gt."nc r.il df<'~ti n· nt.·ss of c..·.u:h t:hild's intcn·t.•ntion pl.in.

Ohj<·t·ClVl' 6.

To n·\·kw nh1nthly wlth fht.• tc'.ll'hc·r, lwnd1m.a rk~ of the.•
lntl' rv<.·nt ton pl.an .uul to rcc.·!it.d>lhh hc..·1h.: 11111.1 r~ s .1s m·c...·<lnl.

hy the lntc_l'\'l'l\llon ·p1.111.·

To promotl' np(lm.11 ~oct.tl and t.·motlmul ~nmih for all 'd1ll<lrcn tn th<.'
c.· l.t ··"'room.
< >hjl'l'tln· I.

To hulld stKc..·c.·<iH c.·x1>t·rkru:c.·~ ht cbssroom ac.:th·lty.

Ohjn:ttn· :.?.

To tru-n•.1:-;c.· .agt• .1pproprt.1t<• lic.•li..avlor.

( Jh Jt'd h'l'

:\.

To

l' Ul ou ra

~t· ;wd pro moll• ·l'<><'P\' r.H l n• •u:t l v II le.·~ a me Ht~

d1tldn:n.
ClhJn tin· .J.

·

'

·

l'n t'n"o11r.q.:(' t:uk&'l<'ndc·nt Cf1'1tm fr.1du·r or otllC'f .1&1ult~)

.ac:ttvlt y.
Oh)c:dl\'c· <,.

T,) hdp d1ll.tn•n lc·.un tot l'•.oh·c· 'onflllf•, or nr~•ttn· ·•od.\I
•.1tu.1tl•111., \1.l:h. h m.t~· .arl·.1· ln tlw c.. l.i·.»r11nm.

T1l \'-I.kn

( >bj\'\

To rt•i\t.!c• llJ'\'">11\11\Uk·• f\\f l l;t1drt·ri to,.,,,.., lt'lll ('\.I rl· '"
of 1°·\•." \•.H!:ln \'Ill t'I" •:roup flc..Hkl, lul. t.1 .. ~ t!llTdc·tl:p1 ,, ' ...

tl\'l' -:.

,\ nd

Pf(

_,.?-

....... -:;;;....__

\".1rtd}; of

tt

l1111'> e

orh. litt'''•

.5

lhtldr"n'.- prnhktn•t.toh·ln~ •1~llh. n· .. priil'-t.

0!1Jn.. tl\T Ci.
.

d'.

>.

. !
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(;o.tl Ill:

To pr111tH1h· rt1c· dt·\..Jopml·nt of .i phr ... k.tl .11111 ~ud.• tl miltt-u • Jn tht." ·
d.1..,.,r11111n I h.H ~·Ul'ik•ll., Hf<m1h of M.._·1.tl •. t'Uh>tlon..ll .wd fntdlt·t·tu.&l .t n·.a.'i.

wt·ll

J~ (>rt.k1Ul't•

Objt·i.:fln· I.

To c·mph.. &'.'tllt• tht• v.ilul· of pron·s:;

OhJt d ht• '.!.,

To ·htl' n.·.1 ~c." V.Hkty

OhJt·~tlH: .i,

To pro\'htt• oppu11unlt~· for k.u:-hc·r h> t·xprcs:J .ind t.·~•mine
!t·t·lln~~ n·: lmll\'t..lu.al ..:htldn..·n/cLls:i.

Ohjt.·ctln· ·I,

J:t

or .&t:tion.

To pro\·f:k opportunity for h·.tcht·r to

rdk~t.

t·x.unfrw

own bdu \'for In rt·Lttlon to n.·-.pon!'\C f mm lndlvMu.tl d1lhln·n
.llhf d.l'.'tS•

-

<-

_:::-

.,.-_

t•xprt·s~ton

To lncn:.isc:

Ohjt•<:tlvt.• b,

To ~h.l rt.· with tl'.lChl'r mc1hod!i and tt·chnlqut':i for c.k.t lln~
with sod.11 and t.•motton.ll :4ltu..1tJon:; whkh •1rt~l.' in tfh.' t.:L1ssrrn1m.

Objc:ctlvc 7.

To asslsuc.·achcr in hdplng ldcntlfkd

Obj<:ctin.·

x.

·~n· lurr•hhh.U.•n

lo

of

kcltn~s.

OhJt·ctlvt• 5.

chll~I

rcl.itc to 1wc.·rH.

To sture oh~·wrv.atlon:1 ;uul pc:n.·t'fltlons 'o( dkct o( ph~··;kal
unc.I Hod.ii mtllcu on ldc.·ntHkd c.:hlldrcn .wd cla~s·room.
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· APPENDIX B
INTERVENTION PLAN

lcJcntflicd Child

~~------~~~------------~~~~--~

[lite

Tt.•Jt:hcr
Commwilty Team Member
O!JscrV".itions of child:

Information gathering activities conducted:
ActivJty

1.

2.
3.

4.
Prohh.·m

·-~

·-·

.,,,,-.... ~.

St~•kml'nt:

fbtc

...

•9

... l.\f

p.>fqo

.lJ'll '

LlT

APPENDIX C
MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Identified Child
~~-~~----~~-~--~~~~--~~~~~~~

Date~~--~--~~----~~--~--~~~~~----:Teacher(;\)
~-~--~-~~-~-~--~~-~~----~~--

Commwlity Team Member (13)
--~~--~~~~--------------~~--~-

Yes

No

In The Don't
File
Know
I

l. I-fas the Community Team member observed
the chlld in the classroom? ·

2. Has the Community Team mt:mbcr met with
the teacher to share observations of the
child?

3. Has the Community Team member conducted
additional information gJthering activities?

Activities:

begun completed

--- --- - --- -4. W.ls a decision made to write an intervention
plan? lf no, what was the decision?

s.
. 6.
:-~:·
~

Has a vroblcm statement been written for the
child?
\IJ!i

the Communlty.1\·3m mcmh~r wrincn the
\ffnhkm statcmC'nt with t\w ~t·acher?

129

Yes

No

In the Don't
File
Know

7. Has the intervention plan been developed?

s.

Was-the.: problem st:ltc.:mcnt used as a base .
for the intervention plan?

9. Did the Community Tc:.im member develop
the intervention pl;rn with the teacher?
10. Does the intervention pl;in state
-objectives?
-mC'thod~?

-henchma rks?

-delineated rc~ponsibility between
Community Team member and teacher?

11. Have services been provided?
12. Has the Community Team member provided
services delinc.'.ltcd by the intervention plan?

13. Has the teacher provided services delineated
by the intervention plan?

--,

<~
.......

.~

,
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Yt.;s

No

In the Don't
File
Know

-

14.

Has the Community Tc:'am mcmhcr met with
the teacher this month to evaluate the
lntcrvc:ntion plan?

14 a.

Has the Co1nmunity Team member reviewed
benchmarks of the plan with the teacher?

14 b.

Has the Community Team member established
new bcnchma rks?

14 c.

Has the Community Team member established
new benchmarks with the tc:achcr?
15. Bas the Community Team member
sh..'l)."cd with the.~ teacher, techniques
an<l methods for dealing wifh social·
and emotional situations in the
classroom?
· 16. Has the Community Team member
shared with the teacher observations/
perceptions of the effect of:
-phys lea l environment on identified
child?
-nlwsical l.'11Yironment 011 classroom'?

-soda l cnvironnu.:nt on idcntiiicd
child?

-social environment on classroom'/

~<
.,.,..,,......

•

APPENDIX D
MONITORING DISCREPANCY INVENTORY
Teacher (A):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date=-------~~----

Community Team Member (B): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i

.

Identified Children

Objective DiscrepCompleted ancy

I
-~~

_...,,..-.
.:.-:::

Objective

Yes· No

Don't

Know

..

APPENDIX E

COLLABORATION DISCREPANCY INVENTORY
Teacher (A):
~~--~--~~--~-

..
l

Date:··. - - - - - - - - - - : - -

Commwiity Team Member (B):._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Don't

Discrepancv

Cat.egory of Service

Yes

No Know

Description

Services Provided to
ldentified Children

,

'·

.
..

Sha ring Techniques

Classroom Milieu

Physical
Social

t

\

--~

_,,,.,.-.

APPENDIX F
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT SCALE

Process
Objective

Corresponding Procedures

Date:

Date:

Date:

Nt1mbei: of_ re .. oaa

1

.,1:

Make observations•
..

;

2: Meet with teacher.
3:
2

Gather additional information.

4: Decision to write plan.
5: Write problem statement..

6: Write statement with teacher.
3

7:

Develop plan.

8: Use problem statement as base for plan

..

development.
9:

'

.

...

.

Develop plan with teac.her.

IO a:

State objectives in the plan.

b: State methods in the pl.an.

c: State benchmark in the plan.

l

i
I

d: State delineated resp0nsibility in the plan.

I

l
l

11:

Provide services to children.

!
I

12:

Provision of service by Community Team.

I

13:

Provision of services by teacher.

5

14:

Meet with teacher to

6

14 a:

4

b:

~valuate

i·

.

plan.

Review benchmarks with teacher.
Establish new benchmarks.

c: Establish new benchmarks with the teacher.

=---~

,.,,.,,:-l .

!
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APPENDIX G
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CODING

1.

Ont)· count pc.·,· r lnh·r.lctlon:i. The cxct·ptton hi w1<lcr
\\hkh tndullc.·s any lntc:r.ictlon wlrh

2.

Cuopc:r.ath·c .tak"·s prt.·Cctk·ncc Jn

t~

c..&MC.-8

~

lntcrjctivc

teadk:r or otht•r adult. ·

or co1t!u:ilo11 bcrwcc:n, ,ur t.'X.llUJ>k,

,tomln.111t··suhmls:1lve u.11 Ol'i">st•d to coo(ler&itlvc.

J.

Unfr:rn the chH~I m~antfcsts a hcha\•lor.il reaction, such aH ••skinK a c1ucstlon,
or Collowlng a ~1x·<.·iftc Inst ruction, Hcorc Hstl·ninK to teacher us ~on

lnkr.tct1vc. If there lt1 t1omc doubt, Non lnkr.ic:tlvc takctt pn·cc.:ilcncc:.
4.

Sl·orc ut 15 tu:cond tntc:rwls,

piu~c

tor S Nccoruls. (The tape h' rc:cordcd ut

th<.•sc lntcr\'.ils.)

s.

nccord activity and climate under which the ohsl·n·atlon tah'11 place.

6,

~t,~c

7.

ltt•cord the "I.mt sc;orcahlc response::'" ..Scort.·~thlc .. lH the kl'Y wont.

notes oC Jll}'

unusu.1l occurcncl"M whlch lntl•rfcrc with ohst•rvatinn.

Hc\.:ord the 1.ist compktl"d, undc:rstancLlhlt: bc..·I\.& vlor.

_,.

,

-,;r'$
~..;---

APPENDIX H
PEER

Name of Child

INTERACTIO~

INVENTORY

----~------~----------------~

Na me of Coder

-------------~-----------

Date~~~------Time ______~~----

Dcs c ription of S e t t i n g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Aggressive .. Positive
Physical 1

Verbal 1

Aggressive - Negative

I

Verbal 2

Cooperative

I

I

4

l'hysical 2

I
Dominant

Submissive

No Response

Competing Response

Other

\ Interactive

Confmcnts:

:- ~

,,;;:;--

Non-Interactive

l

l

APPENDIX I
PEER INTERACTION INVENTORY DEFINITIONS

Aggrcssivc-Pu~itivc

\'crh.11 1 appropriate expression of anger, assertiveness, confronting
another with a legitimate opinion or response
Physkal l appropriate physical response ln asserting position, playing,
defcmUng self, non-destructive or hostile roughhousing appropriate
to setting and interaction

.A ggres s i vc-Ncgati ve
Verbal 2 threats, insults, accusations expressed in ho'stilc tone, destructive
intent toward another
Physical 2

kic~ing, hitting, spitting,
setting or intcra~tion

fight~g

with hostile intent. inappropriate to

Cooperative

equal participation in activity or conversation

Dominant

gives commands (verbal and non verbal - pointing, gesturing)

Submissive

follows commands (verbal and non verbal)

No Response

failure to respond to command or question while not engaging in
other activities

Competing Response failure to respond to command or question engaging in other
·
activities
OTllER

lntcmctfvc

addit.ional peer interaction or interact.ion with authority

Non interactive

indcpcndcn_t or isolation activity '!docs not apply" to peer or
.authority interaction
·

I
\
I

I
I

I
....

~

~~
• ,,?'"""

APPENDIX J
TEACHER ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
Tiil~

l'<ipy of thl· <tlll'4'tlonn.llrt.· l:t provided for thi· purpost• ot follow1n~

whth.• ttK.· tntt· n·kwl·r n .·.uls rh"· <tut·sUonli. \'our

n·~11unst•:o1

to tilt..· •tUl·stton~

wm lK-· rn·urlkd by tht• irttt.-n·kwl·r on hts/lk:r 'i·opy.
~~i1 pn·a• of 'llll''-tlonr~t lrl'• the Community 'l\·.im hopc.·s th.u the.• lnf,u-m.1t ion g.i lnt'<I from this c1uc~t lurm. 1in: wlll he.• ht'lpful to thl·m ln l) tmprovln~ thd r

<lcllv·cry of

M ..·rvkt·M

to your sdltx>I, 2) rt.•slructurtng and rt•vhilng thl'lr pru~r.uu

ln tht..· future, and 3) asst·s~tng wh.u lmp•.ict, l! any, the Communtry ·i:l·Jm

program h..1N l\hl on the .st4! ot your Hchool.
Anoiwrnlt y.

Your n·spoma.·~ will

l>c

ickntHkd

.lH

bdng either thrnil' of"

tt·~1chcr who h.1~ Ol". ha~ not worh·d with a Community Tl.·.am mcmhcr during tht.'

m.1jur pth~ltm o! the school ~·l·.tr.

Other

Jf~an

thl:; dtstlnction,

~·our .rn:iWl'fs

will he h·pr strktly c:c.mfhknrt.ll.
Thl· lnter\'kw.

Tht.· lntt·rvkwt•r will r<.~ud the quc:itlon~i.

uncll'rst.arid the: C[ll<.'stlon, fl·t·l frcc to ask for d.1 rtfh:.artnn.

st·ln:tt:ll ~·our .an~wcr, thl· lr1tt·rvlt·\\·t.•r wlll n·c.:onf tr.
~rnythln>t on )'OlJr c.·op)'.

If you do 1wt

Whni you Ii.an.•

You ,10 not h.av<· to wrltl·

You m.t)' ~c.·t·p :a ,·op~· n(tfit• qut·~flon11.1ln· If you wt .. h.

Cor1m11111lti.· Tt·.un·pt'n;~r;1111.

If ~·ou arc.· not (.amtll.u· wllh rhc.· ~'.ommuntty

Tl-.111\ prl).-~r.1m. tht.· lnknk,.. cr will hrk!l~; dt.••H.:rtbc.· tht.·.·1t·i..d•• .Ula ohJn·tl\'t'"' to
)'uu. ('opk-. of tht• ?.t.lt<•mc. nr
.

,,r ..:•,,ab .uul uhfrrfh·1·.; will. I"' pro\·hlnl for

\'1n1

If

you \.,,·,,ultl llh· to h.l\"c om·.
t

~·nn~tt\\llltr'w' Tc·.,m.pr••.t~f.lfl\ c·\-:ah1.tUon •. ·1 he.• Tt·.idl«'r :\ttltucl<.• (_>\lt'••Clnn·

.,,,., ....

:-· s..
'

,,.,,..--

l\.\\rt• H \\l\l' \\\ft of

ttw l'ntnmlmUy

T,·.\ln 11rn~t·.\m c.:-.~'1u."'''n• '"hid\ 1-.

•tn

~

I

'llf)

0

i1.12rp.'lJtldr. lpnm

,.(J,,,\

$J

uournp~.l

-~·-:'

tUt'J:foJd

.,mu -~u I'"'' ~m>Jl~·>nb •.,111 :-fup.l.\\~Un

fltlJ u1 ~hiJ>1dpJu1,f uJ }fufA13 .'lJ1? no.< •

· u1 .wpu r1 JnoA

JO

•1p·1~ JlUr. u."lJ111JtP Jnn.< tf U·" :,Jo\\ w,mr.lJ.•<111mmmn.)

toi-.1t1.l,\JJ:l.lJp .'>\I) Jtmqt• t''°'P~

Jnn.<

UICUJ UOf lt'\11.lOJUJ

J.-,tf>1'.&'i OJ

)llHPUC

8£1
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Commumty Tc.·nm l'roJ.:ram E\·uJuation <>•eHt(ouaire

--

lf.t\·c· wor l.t:cl wuta Comrnuntty Tc·am
fn dd..;~r11om for 111usr ot the pro~nun
yc·ar

Excc:pr wtrn

ril 1p111..ltc:cl,

rr.&\'(."

h&lt \\·od.('d With U>l1ln111r11rv

Tt·am an t.·J.1s~·room for
rtic pro~rum ~·t.·ar

mmH «>( ·

d1t•d all t.'ah·gorks whtch you thank are upproprlare.

J. From Wli<1r you h.1n·
.
kan1c-d or <'XJl<'rh·nn•d conn!rnfnJ.: the C,>mmunlty Tc·am'fl wor~
with duldrl'n 1n rl:c s":hool, Wlilc.:h mt!'thotfs of tnfc:rvcnrwn arc: you owarn that rhc:y
Ul&J lzc: '?

one 10 one work wuh tr1,llvhtual chthJ ln the clau

---

Ort<"

to one work wirh lnd1vhfual child our of rhc

·claH

- - - email group work wtrh chi~cfrc:n ln the claeigroom
_ _ _ 11mall ~:roup work wtrh d1Hdrt·r:t out~hJc ti~ claRsroom

- - - work wtrh parents

-----

work wtrh school admf ulsr muon

colJuh>ratton wuh teacher al~ut a chfld
collalurnt ion wUh tcucht·r nhout all chHtlrcn in cluftfl

---

collab1runon wH h teacher ahmt how claB:uoom 111 1n ructurccl

2. What or her m~t hod111. not mC"nf!on<-d n hJvc, do you lnow that tilt" Communar y T~·.am
utalt1.t.•11, in tli<..'tr work at your sd1001",,

:J. l ! ~an.: '"'' mc·f hod!t 11 ~If l'<I ll hn·t· an<f 'or It.tit In~ 'uf<f 111on11 J. C.'•H <·v,or 1<·11 plrn !'f(.' Hftll ('
wtud1 <'<>mm11111fv·T<:am ftnKflon~ }'UU thin" are rtl<Hct &111port~111 to corHlnuc, l.t~r
Clw.• rop 4 pnnrar lc-H:
I

I.

2.
l .

...
/~·~

~~
-~
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4:

\'. hy duJ

}'t>U

SC'lc.:,:f t ~te.·:ic prlc>ru &c.·s?

.t
t

I.
2.

3.

...
i

5. In wluch o( t la~ oppruadtcll I isrl'd l•·low do )'OU rhank that the C:ommunU y Tc:um mcml•·r
hJ uhle to 'A1>rl.. mo~t c:lfocll\'c:ly'~ (dacc.:k ouc.)

I.

on" child at a Umc:
a sn~all ~rnu1l o~ children ouutc.lc t_flt' classroom
a chlld or a few children. wUhtn the normal rout tne of tht! cl41H8room
workln1i: ind1n.·ctly wilh c.hHdren hy asalsUn~ thc·ceach~r·s work wtth
d11lc.lrcn
or ltt-r
-----------------------------~----------------------6. In wtuch of rht! rduttomihlpirt lt~tcd hc:low do you think that the Community Tc.·nm mt·ndx·r
ma~c:l a po:uu vc: conr r& hutaon.?
·
amongfft chH<fr~n

ht.·twcen child und teacher

between child and parent
nmon~st t~achcra

lictwt-cn part•nr and teacher
oth<·r _ _ _ _ _ __:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~----

7.

H.

IC ~·011 l:hc.d.. rtf nn;· of llw rc-Jarto111htp~ ll"'tt·d In numt~.:r t\ wh•&f :an.· rhc·Corurmsnlly
'l't·.1m'H pt>'i&tl\'t...' cuncrtfucton!t 'to rtK·sc rdorton!'thlJl!'t., l'lt·a~t" l1M.
·

In \t.hh. h

or ttw rd.1rton!1htp~ lt'lr(•d hr·lnw

ell.>

~·uu

11'· 1;:\flW'h"'

lw·tv.·t·c·n d\tlcl and

Of

f<'ad~•·r

t•'' ""c•t' n \: h&ict •net 1\a rrnt
a mo r1 ~"' t r ,. a·' '"' r "

,,,.....
T~~

~

_.,,,....

('011111111nu~·

.

amof\J.:Wt dlllclrrn

}"'-

rhtnk rtv-

h t~C'<'I\

raff'l\I

ar.dtNLt l\c'r

J'I< r

Tt·1u11 n1nrrth1tt·"'
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'1.

lO.

If plla dtrd.t·cl any o( tht• rd.u1un:1h1p't1 U111t-d In numhc:r
Tt·a111 'tt uc.·~at 1\t.· t:ttr:t nla111on!'t h> rd at toruihaps '!

...

"t
·;.' ... ';>.

v.·lud are the Communuy

\\'h1d1 of th~ f1lllowrn~ ,k·:tc r1pt1n11l'I ht•fU rcflc.·cu ~'Our \'tt"w of th&.· Communtl}' Tt·am 'H

prt•!tt·ncc an tht•

•

Q

'

~luuroom?

~Chc.·d.

one.)

·

a rt·ffourcc fk.'Uon for the clauroom

i

an Intruder fn>m outt1hlc

ct1e iu:h,lOI

an a!J~i!tlant 10 the tt:achcr

a cJasn-pUon to d~s~ routl~c:
a Cr tend for t lk." ct~Udn·n ·

other~·------~----------------------~~----------..-.-11. Wlu:n wur~ln~ wUh the Communtty Tt·am member. ~>)'OU feel:

llke a rcdpicnt

or spcctal scrvh:cs

a partner mntl a pc<·r
an expert rt·gnnltn~ chUc.ircn•s school ~utf1cultks
other

12. l)o you ft:d frc<~ to sh<trc c1ut·~t it>°n~/conn:rn~ ohout chaldrt.·n~· :metal •cmotlnnASI
duinu:tc.·rtsth:!I \\llh 11 Community Tt·am m<"mhc.•r?
No

'\'rM

--- ['oc2' not "l'lll

13. Which n( the follnwlu~ hc.~Ht tlt.'iccrthefl the Conuim.ntt y Tt•am mcmlll·r'!'l

4lJlJlrO:h.

~·

h·>

(died one.)
>!h't•~ cit rc~·t lon~

l1i

1~'r ~r.:adw r

p<•rf'lua&k·R tt·al'h<'r to follow ha~ lw~r ucfvkc

n,ll.1_lur.arc•M; tch~rrR "f1uall~· wuh rc·ac:hcr ln tmpcHtanr ck-' l•llon·111<1L111~
manrrfl.
"l'<'l'Rlf:'!I ln«lcpt"nck'ntl~ of. the fc.·,H:hrr

,,th(·r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~#l~,##1.-

·.~

.-.
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I<&.

Att:t11m111>-~
time ~u:d

'~Hn~:.

tluu "orl111~ wtrh anotht·r prolt:H&toual ln the daiu;r(>om n:qu6rt::t t·xu·4
,,r pl.&1m111~. please t·l'lrtnuUt" h1.>W much iuM&Uorual work ~·ou kd you arf.6
(ched. one:.)

a

~rt·:&t

\

I

<k-•I morc work

tilt~t:tly

more v.~rk

\

I

rhc Hamc amotant of work

othc:r

--------~-...;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

docs not apply

15.

rtt.~asc chcd;
workw~ wuh

I

·i

arc.•a!i in Which ~·ou (t"r.•l the time allotment could he f<.•Ntructurt•d i1l
tht• Communuy Tt·~1.n:

with Communlt y Team ln dcftntng dafflcult kH
a dulJ ht l'Xp<:rtcnctng
cmuld be more cxtcm1h·e
~ could ht.· lc21:is cxtcnslvt•
nor rW"cc:ssnry

a.

collalXlrutlo~

h.

dt•v<.·loph'K &nh.•rvt.·nlton plans wuh Communaty Team 111cmhcl'
could he less cxtcnstvc
not tk·cc·ssary

coulil he 1m>rc extensive

I.

c.
providlnJ.: Hcrvh:cs to chlldrl·n which intcrvl·m ion plan rl·c1ut rc..·!i
coufd lx.: more t.'Xll'll!'fl\'t•
could he lcs!i elUt·nstn·
nol l\(',:<'~~•trY
p<!rtodlc cvaluar lons
could h: 111t>rc c.Xtt.'n!lllvc

ti.

progrt·!'l!I

could he lcs!t cxtcm1lve

not ucn.·-t:-cu ry

cftRcusittonn al'k'ltit f-.lw all chttdn~n in cliui•room interact ..
t·xten!lh·~
could he lc:H" t·Xtt'mun·
1101 llfJt·c·s-iury

c.

---

or dtlld's

could ht.· more
f.

cou ..·c·r~arton!' al•mt how th<.· dn-.sroom ll'C sr nu:run·d .
~
l·nul<I ht· ks?I. l'Xf~·n~an.·

J:.

Cryln~~ hl '111plcm<'Ut IC'~·hnl'(ll<'S oncl -it rafto~~I<'" !ltl·~~<·"'h•ct by ( 'T nu;mhrt
,·ouhl ll(.•· k"l!'i <'X.ft'U!'flH'
nor n{"'-'''""'•1f"Y

c:o11T~\Cll'C cxtt·nsh·c

!tor n<·,·<·"'~~try

t_"o11fJltiiio1t• l·xtt·nstn~

n111nit1>rtn~ autl pro.:nun <•\·ahutraon tntrn·1rwl'C

h.

1w·, c."P1a 1 y

4·rn11,1 h·

flltll"C <.'Xl<'UllilH~

I.
\"O\lld

wo1~tn>: wtth l'an·nt~ rq:arcUn~·thlr;;.:"' c.f1oi,·uoe-.l'cl wtrh t'omm111ut\· f,·.am
mot«' t·xrc·uoeh«•
tl)lald h· k .... l':itf<'U"ll\"('
lhlC ,,,., ,·~·•arv

J.

h·

nlulcl lir•

l<-H!C ('llff'l\Sl\C'

not

ancl f('•9'ff\Jl'f\lflr\~: du--.-c f"nllflOf' ftt Al"\"011lf1lOcf.1r1• C'l' pr• 1 ,:1am
cxtc·n'll\'l'
c.·oul&I 1-.· lr .... cxh·ntt &H'
11o1r 11f·, r·~ ...u·;·

pl.ll\llln;!

,·011ftl~111rr

l..
"''" t1:~ ~"lck• 5t..1rtlflllar ntr<'f ln~ tlm<' for frAdlrf ami Cl' n11·111h·r Qtf
i1ar1·"7J-if;;-11.u "\ t.,..,, !'d·,,·,~1tr
, 1111\tl t-..· n:,itr. c·1!t•n1&H'
coultt l'C k!9!t ~xt<"n'llH'
not rw, •·-t .. :uy

l.
~-'

,,,...~

-

..

orhrr

I

I

I
I
l
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I<>.

\\ har d,, ~·uu fr<'l u n· 1he maJOr hcndtts ro he c.Jc:ravcd !rum -.url.111~ wuh a Communn ~·
Tc·.un mcml1t•r?

For

the

dl11'tn:n:

Felt lhe reacher:

no hcm.·tn21 cu he der&vcd
17. At whar lc.·t,·d Nhoulc.f. ln your oph1Jon, the Community T'-·am
he conr anuc<.I'!

(Ct""d~

pro~ram ar

your Hc.:hool

one.)

t•xpantlcd

lcpr at the same level
cm hack
·other
IR. To whar

l'Xtcru do you think tfuat chlldrc:n who are c.·xpt.·rknctng ffocfal-.cmotu>nal
dtHkult ll'ff ~houl<I rcmnan an the clzi~!liroom, supported with spt·ct~l Ncnrtct.'M, llh•
the C~mrmrnu~· Tt.·am? (Ch<.·c.:l. one.)
.

ulm,>~t 4tlways

n·ry t nfrt"qtJt.·nt I y

qutt<.• oftt•n

almmn

lll'\'er

tlon't l:now
1.~.

·rxp«·rtcnct.··!'ft•rhnJ~ ""l'.l•tl-,·ttulth111.•I
thHh.:11lr u·:-4 Ill Kc:he111l •tncl wtll l·n·oatt.• prohh·mn (or tc·.ad'l<'roe :iclmll\l'tf narnrN tr\ w~
h> ~0J1t rnl lh(· d11lt1'11 l1t:h.l\'lor, C4lll l1t.· tdc·ut1f1t·~l 1n chc.· ftr~r thn-c: \'t•at·;, at -.~:li.101,

Tu what t•xrc·nt tlo vou thin .. rhar dulcfn:n whcl will

4lmost 41lwayK
quu l'

\'t'q'

11\f rt·qurnt I y

almost

ott~·n

IK'\'t•r

11.>n•t l. now
20.

f( < l:tl1h • 11

l

an lw· l<l-•11tHt,·cl c·a rl\· au ~rhool •" l'"''"nr tall\' <'XJ"' rlcn" 11ti ,..,,· 1~1l ·rm.in.11i..;al

tflffh.1Jlf\'. fO Wt~&f t'l(f'Hl (~I \Oll

thllll tt:..tf tlU'flkhf'i. Hlh.h
l'fr\·c·nt rhtlttrl'n frnm cl(•vdupw,-: H1·r11u11t pr1lhkmte >

411 tfwl'H' \l'lt'(I

h\' th<• Cl',

almn-;t alway11

\·~ry lnfr<·CJ'trnt

qHit<· o!rt·n

almcu•t IW\<'f.

l•Hl

h·

. I

?~

--

.~

,,_...

clun 't ._now
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21. Ha teacher and a CT member have differing philosophies of education. can they
work logcther cffccti\'cly, in the classroom?
Yes

non•t know

No

22. Do you p<!rceive that you and the CT member with whom you work, share the same
philosophy of educ at ion?
Yes

No

Does not apply

23. A,s a result of your involvement with a CT member, dO you.feel that you will be
better prepared to deal with children experiencing social-emotional difficulties
In the classroom?
Yes

Does not apply

No

24. Do you think it's the responsibility of the school to be concerned about childrens'
social and emotional experience?
Yes

No

I

Don't know

25. Can schools teach social and emotional development to and for children?
Yes

No

Don't know

26. U you think schools should and can teach social and emotional growth, do you think
these areas should be part of the c~rricul~m?
Yes

No

Don't know

a. Do you think that includir1g a social-emotional approach with the curriculum would
have ~he effect of competing with the academic content of the curriculum?
Yes

No

Don't know

b. Do you think that including a social emotional approach within the curriculum would
be unrelated to, hut provide a complementary support for the academic content of
the curriculum?
Yes

No

Don't know

c. Do you think that including a s<;>cial cmotlonal approach within the curriculum .would
be accomplished as an on·go.ing continuum, integrated within the academic
Yes

No

Dont' know

27. In your. opinion, should the Community Team progritm be continued?

_,,P--·
.,.P

,..t

~,.;;\I\,

,,,,-~.

Yes

No

Don't know

p~ogrnm?

APPENDIX K
GUIDANCE/EXTRA SERVICES SCREENING
Go d1.>wn n copy o( your cl:.~"s llsr. Based or. yo-.1r c-xflC.:ricncc with children
and yo_u~ pn.•fr.;si111i.!l judg<:nh·nl, rate <•ach ~htkJ:

1.

.

The child will 11ot

l~wc

problems

durtn~~

his/her academic career.

2.

You arc nor cc11aln about the student's academic future.

3.

The child I:> having or will Ju vc future lt.·arnlng di!ficulties:

.

.

3A - ·Att<.•mbncc is a prohlt·m.

Mis~cs

an avcnigc of 1/2 day a week or more.

JD - Chil<l likely to be cllsrupti\'c.
3W - Child likdy to be \\'lth<lrawn.
3L - Chlld

4.

likc.:l~· t<>

The child ls talented or glftc:d in:

4. 1
4. 2

Math/science.
(paintJn~,
an~. home

Visual arts

inclusttial

• s.

have 1..-?arnlng difficulty.

~tt

ccr.imlcs, drawing,
economics, etc.).

Ulust~tion, h3ndkr~ft~,

and docs milrkculy influence tht? behavior of others.

4. 3

Social Leadership

4. 4

l...:.tng"t.agc Ans/socfal !"'tudics/cpmmunication skills.

4. 5

1\thlctics.

Students n1tc<l J who a re gt:tting remedial or supportive scrvic<.•s that an.·
effective :•hould be ma rk<:d rw (:;-;a £_1an is ~orking). ll would help u you
would imlk~tc what the plan ls:.

lktum chc.•dt'd list to the

prfnci1~1 l

SNC = Sp<.•cia l Need:; Center
Sp· = Speech with therapist
-= Monterey I«:ading1\1
T. = Tutoring to build skill or
self-concept_
c = Ch.:ingl·d dasscs
T-U = 1\·achc_r Student Bcha vior
Contr~tct

CT

= Community T<.·am

C. T. :-:. Oiagnostlc 'l\.·achcr
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